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1 Executive Summary
This study has been undertaken by the GCV Green Network Partnership for the Central Scotland Green
Network Trust (CSGNT).
The study provides an estimate of the total capital cost for the delivery of the CSGN as expressed in
the CSGN Vision, within each of the four CSGN regions. The approach taken to deliver this estimate
was to breakdown the task of delivering the CSGN into smaller component tasks, then calculate a cost
estimate for each components before aggregating the component costs into the final total capital cost
estimate for each region. Seventeen components identified in an earlier ‘Costing the CSGN’ study1,
and an estimate of the extent of the intervention required for each component to meet the CSGN
vision, along with an estimate of the average unit cost for typical intervention projects from that
original study were used to calculate the regional cost estimates. The regional cost estimates allow a
comparison of relative costs for component parts within and between each region of the CSGN.
The original study estimated the capital cost to deliver the CSGN vision is in the order of £2.8 billion.
With an ambition to deliver the vision by 2050, this means that on average around £80 million per
year of resources will need to be focussed on the CSGN capital programme.
This study estimates that the total capital cost and the average annual cost (over 35 years) to deliver
the CSGN vision in each CSGN regions is:

Capital Cost

Average annual cost

Ayrshire:

£430,800,000

£12.3m/year

Forth Valley:

£332,200,000

£9.5m/year

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

£1,155,200,000

£33.0m/year

Lothians & Fife:

£902,700,000

£25.8m/year

As well as the capital cost estimate the study also provides:




relative costs of each component compared to other components in each region;
relative costs of each component compared to the same components in other regions;
an indication of the relative importance of components in each region.

However, the nature of the expression of the ambition for delivery of the capital components varies
and has an impact on the extent of delivery estimated for certain components with the regions. Some
components are expressed as percentage increases in delivery based on the extent of the component
that already exists. Although this approach to estimating the extent of new delivery worked well for
the whole CSGN activity area in the original study, clearly this approach presents problems when
considering what is actually required at a regional or more local level. For example, the ambition for
allotment creation (C10) is to increase the area of allotments by 200%. So local authorities with lots

1

Hislop, M. and A. Corbett. 2014, ‘Costing the CSGN – Capital costs estimates for the major components of the
CSGN’, The CSGNT and the GCV Green Network Partnership.
Available at: http://centralscotlandgreennetwork.org/resources/publications/category/47-studiesreports?download=396:costing-the-csgn
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of allotments get proportionately more new allotments than those with very few existing allotments.
This doesn’t reflect where there the need for new allotments. All the community growing components
and the woodland and habitat creation components share this methodological problem. It is
suggested that these components should be the initial focus for the development of regional
strategies which identify the regional need for delivery of these components based on the analysis of
local data.
The interpretation of the capital cost estimates can provide valuable ‘clues’ to the nature of delivery
required within the individual regions. However, without more analysis of underlying data and the
development of CSGN delivery strategies based on assessments of local need, the capital cost
estimates can only be taken as an indication of regional prescriptions for delivery.
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3 Introduction
3.1 Purpose of the report
There is a common need for the delivery of the CSGN and the benefits it provides across Central
Scotland. However, it is recognised that the four CSGN regions are geographically distinct and the
nature and extent of green network delivery should reflect regional distinctiveness.
The purpose of this report is, therefore, to provide an estimate of the capital costs of the major
components that will require to be delivered over the coming decades within each of the four CSGN
regions if delivery of the Central Scotland Green Network is to be achieved by 2050 in line with the
CSGN vision.
The report provides important information for those regional organisations that are focused in driving
forward bespoke CSGN delivery in the four CSGN regions. It helps to identify regional priorities, albeit
that further more detailed work is required on some of the percentage-based targets to refine these
to be regionally appropriate (as explained in paragraph 11.2).

3.2 Background
In November 2014 the GCV Green Network Partnership completed a study called ‘Costing the Central
Scotland Green Network: capital cost estimates for the major components of the CSGN’ (herein
referred to as the ‘Costing the CSGN’ study). The outputs of that study have been valuable and have
influenced strategic thinking toward delivery of the CSGN.
The ‘architecture’ of the organisations who work together toward delivery of the CSGN vision is
structured into four regions which span the CSGN activity area. The CSGN partner organisations work
within these regions and with the relevant local authorities that comprise the regions (see Table 2).
The CSGN Regional Advisory Forum, where many of the partner organisation are represented,
requested that the capital cost estimates in the ‘Costing the CSGN’ study should be dis-aggregated for
each of the four CSGN regions. This would provide valuable statistics for regional strategic planning
for delivery of the CSGN.
In November 2016, the CSGN Trust requested that the GCV Green Network Partnership undertake this
study to deliver a ‘breakdown’ of the CSGN capital costs for the four CSGN regions.

3.3 Reference to the original ‘Costing the CSGN’ study
This study report provides the additional information necessary to understand the process of
disaggregation of the capital cost estimates presented in the original ‘Costing the CSGN’ study. It does
not cover all the rationale for the themes and individual components, nor does it repeat the
presentation of data and calculations which have been re-used by this study. Cross-reference to the
original ‘Costing the CSGN’ study is therefore required, and this report makes frequent reference to
the original study where it is relevant (in particular, the calculation of component unit costs). The
original study also included a consideration of confidence in the cost-estimate calculations and the
potential for double-counting between cost estimates, but these have not been included in this study
as the original study’s conclusions on these matters hold true for this study.
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4 Methodology
4.1 The components of the CSGN
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study identified a list of 19 components of the CSGN based on the CSGN Vision
brochure, suggested targets that were included in drafts of the CSGN’s first Work Plan, and a series of
discussions with members of the CSGN Regional Advisory Forum. Table 1 shows the agreed list of 17
components, grouped into themes, which formed the basis of the ‘Costing the CSGN’ study and this
study. Together, the delivery of these components will deliver the CSGN.
Table 1. The capital cost components for the 'Costing the CSGN' study

Theme
Greenspace

Green Infrastructure

Cost
Item
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

Vacant & Derelict Land

Community Growing

Habitat

Active Travel

C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16
C17

Components
Create greenspace in existing urban areas
Enhance existing greenspace
Create greenspace in new residential areas
Deliver green infrastructure in new residential developments
Deliver green infrastructure in new commercial/industrial developments
Retrofit green infrastructure into existing urban areas
Deliver greenspace on V&DL classified for social or environmental enduse
Deliver temporary greening on V&DL classified as stalled
Encourage naturalisation of stalled V&DL
Increase the area of allotments by 200%
Increase the area of community orchards by 200%
Increase the area of community gardens by 200%
Increase the area of woodland by 50%
Create priority grassland, wetland and heathland habitat links
Enhance existing grassland, wetland and heathland habitat links
Protect and enhance peatland habitats
Deliver a network of strategic active travel routes

4.2 Basic approach to costing the components
The approach used in ‘Costing the CSGN’ study estimated the capital cost of each of the individual
components and this has three elements:
1. Estimate the extent of the intervention required to deliver the ambition of the CSGN Vision
for that component;
2. Estimate an average unit cost for the capital works involved in delivering a typical intervention
relevant to the component.
3. Multiply the estimates for the extent of the intervention by average unit cost to derive an
estimate of the total capital cost for the delivery of the component across the CSGN activity
area.
This study uses the estimates derived from this approach in the ‘Costing the CSGN’ and disaggregates
the total cost estimates for the four CSGN regions. Table 2 shows the four CSGN regions and their
constituent local authority areas.
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Table 2. The CSGN regions and their constituent Local Authorities

CSGN Region

Local Authority

Ayrshire

East Ayrshire
North Ayrshire
South Ayrshire
Clackmannanshire
Falkirk
Stirling (excluding LL&T National Park)
East Dunbartonshire
East Renfrewshire
Glasgow City
Inverclyde
North Lanarkshire
Renfrewshire
South Lanarkshire
West Dunbartonshire (excluding LL&T National Park)
East Lothian
Edinburgh City
Fife (southern parts of,)
Midlothian
West Lothian

Forth Valley

Glasgow & Clyde Valley

Lothians & Fife

Generally this study has disaggregated the estimated extent of the intervention required to deliver
the ambition of the CSGN Vision for each component, but applied the same unit cost estimate
calculated for the ‘Costing the CSGN’ study as the multiplier to derive the capital cost estimates for
each region.
Depending on the nature of the data used in the original ‘Costing the CSGN’ study the task to
disaggregate the estimated extent of intervention required was straight-forward or more
complicated. It was necessary to gather some additional regional statistics for peatland habitats and
for proposed strategic active travel routes.
However, the nature of the expression of the ambition for delivery of the capital components varies
and has an impact on the extent of delivery estimated for certain components with the regions. As
Table 1 shows, some components are expressed as percentage increases in delivery based on the
extent of the component that already exists. Although this approach to estimating the extent of new
delivery worked well for the whole CSGN activity area in the original study, clearly this approach
presents problems when considering what is actually required at a regional or more local level (as
explained in paragraph 11.2).

4.3 What is not taken into consideration in this study
As for the original ‘Costing the CSGN’ study, the following things have not been included in this study:


Revenue costs – This study is focused on an estimate of capital costs only. On several
occasions contributors of data to this study have been keen to emphasise the perennial and
increasing problem of securing a revenue budget to sustain the existing Green Network
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resource, and are anxious that any new capital programme that results in a greater Green
Network asset must have commensurate revenue funding.
Inflation or future costs – This study is based on present day values and has not attempted to
account for the impact of inflation or other changes in costs over time.
Opportunity costs – This study has not attempted to consider alternative options for delivery
of public benefits claimed for the CSGN.
Land purchase costs – This study has not attempted to predict the costs associated with any
land ownership change required to deliver the necessary scale of land-use change implied by
the CSGN vision.
Sources of funding – This study is focussed on capital costs and does not attempt to consider
how the costs might be found to allow delivery of the CSGN. However, this study is an
important starting point for the consideration of potential funding sources.
Valuation – This study does not attempt to consider the value of the delivered CSGN in either
monetary or non-monetary terms.
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5 Greenspace
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study provides a definition of ‘greenspace’, a description of greenspace within
the CSGN area and the relevance of greenspace to the CSGN. It also provides an overview of the
availability and currency of CSGN local authorities Open Space Audits and Strategies as they existed at
the time of that study. The paragraphs below provide a breakdown of the figures presented in the
‘Costing the CSGN’ study for each of the four CSGN regions.

5.1 CSGN components for Greenspace
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study identified three components of the CSGN which relate to interventions
on greenspace. The components are:
C1. Create greenspace in existing urban areas
C2. Enhance existing greenspace
C3. Create greenspace in new residential areas
Not all of the Pan 65 open space types were considered in the analyses described in paragraphs below.
While all the PAN 65 open space types have a role in the Green Network the following subset is
considered to represent publicly accessible, multifunctional Green Network destinations and the
analysis has been based on these:
•
•
•
•

Parks and gardens
Amenity greenspace (residential)
Sports areas
Natural/semi-natural

5.2 C1. Create greenspace in existing urban areas
5.2.1 The extent of greenspace to be created in existing urban areas
In order to estimate the extent of greenspace that needs to be created in existing urban areas it is
necessary to understand the extent of urban areas where current greenspace provision is adequate,
and the extent of urban areas where current greenspace provision is inadequate.
The CSGN vision doesn’t provide a definitive aspiration for the extent of greenspace quantity to be
provided other than greenspace should be ‘within easy walking distance of every home’. However,
this does suggest that the analysis should consider access to greenspace from homes (as opposed to
business or commercial addresses) and that an ‘easy walk’ might be defined. The amount that should
be provided within ‘easy walking distance’ is not stated. It is perhaps appropriate that standards are
set locally to reflect local circumstances. Not all CSGN local authorities have set standards in relation
to the extent of greenspace provision.
Table 3 - CSGN local authority quantitative standards, application of adopted standards (as of 2014) and extrapolation

CSGN Region

Local Authority

Quantity Standard

Ayrshire

East Ayrshire

None

North Ayrshire
South Ayrshire

1.96ha/1000
None

6ha/1000
Applied

Quantity
Extrapolation



Notes

No data available
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Forth Valley

Glasgow &
Clyde Valley

Lothians & Fife

Clackmannanshire

2.68ha/1000

Falkirk

5ha/1000 or OS < 400m

Stirling
East Dunbartonshire
East Renfrewshire
Glasgow City
Inverclyde
North Lanarkshire
Renfrewshire

OS<300m
68m2/household

South Lanarkshire
West Dunbartonshire
East Lothian
Edinburgh City
Fife

None

Midlothian
West Lothian

3.04ha/1000
2.4ha/1000







None
None
None
None
None



None
60m2/household



No
6ha/1000



No data available

Table 3 sets out for each of the CSGN local authorities the availability (as of 2014) of locally derived
quantitative standards, where an adopted standard has been applied to available data and where
extrapolation was required in the absence of any available data.
Across those authorities which have set locally derived standards there was very little commonality
between the thresholds applied. In deciding what standard to adopt for those authorities who haven’t
set standards the principle that delivery of the CSGN is aspirational was assumed and therefore a
higher standard of 6ha/1000 people (as applied in Fife) was used.
Three levels of analysis were applied to calculate greenspace quantitative deficits:
A. Where both audit data and standards were available, deficits were calculated from this
information.
B. Where audit data was available but standards hadn’t been developed 6ha/1000 people was
used to calculate the deficit.
C. Where neither audit data nor standards were available, the deficit was calculated as an
extrapolation from the deficits for other local authorities related to population size.
Table 4 sets out the results of the calculations described above
Table 4 - Open space deficits expressed as a ratio per 1000 people and as an area for each local authority

CSGN Region

CSGN Local
Authority

Ayrshire

East Ayrshire
North Ayrshire
South Ayrshire
Clackmannanshire
Falkirk
Stirling
East Dunbartonshire
East Renfrewshire
Glasgow City

Forth Valley

Glasgow &
Clyde Valley

Analysis
level
C
Not required
Not required
Not required
A
Not required
Not required
B
B

Ha of deficit
/1000 people

Ha of greenspace
to address deficit

0.58
0
0
0
1.67
0
0
2.6
0.96

71
0
0
0
262
0
0
237
569

Regional
Totals

71

262

1302.76
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Lothians &
Fife

Inverclyde
North Lanarkshire
Renfrewshire
South Lanarkshire
West Dunbartonshire
East Lothian
Edinburgh City
Fife
Midlothian
West Lothian

B
Not required
B
C
B
A
B
A
Not required
A

3.23
0
0.25
0.58
0.11
0.07
0.04
1.93
0
0.07
Total deficit

261
0
44.1
182
9.66
7.1
452.8
710
0
13.9
2819.56

1183.8
2819.56

5.2.2 The unit cost of creating greenspace in existing urban areas
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study presented capital cost evidence of recent projects to create greenspace
in urban areas from across central Scotland. Based on those projects the study estimated an average
cost to create greenspace in the CSGN to be in the order of £172,770 per hectare.
5.2.3 The capital cost to create greenspace in urban areas
Using the data shown in paragraphs in 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, the capital cost to create greenspace in urban
areas in the CSGN regions where there is a current deficit of publically accessible multifunctional
greenspace can be estimated to be:
Ayrshire:

71 hectares x £172,770/hectare =

£12,266,670

Forth Valley:

262 hectares x £172,770/hectare =

£45,265,740

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

1303 hectares x £172,770/hectare =

£225,119,310

Lothians & Fife:

1184 hectares x £172,770/hectare =

£204,525,126

5.3 C2. Enhance existing greenspace
5.3.1 The extent of existing greenspace that requires enhancement
An estimate of the extent of greenspace in the CSGN activity area that requires enhancement is reliant
on local authorities having undertaken open space audits and having produced locally relevant
standards on which to base an assessment of qualitative deficits. The degree to which this has been
done is variable and therefore some assumptions have been made and extrapolations applied.
Most greenspace quality assessments are based on a scoring system which rates the greenspace
against a set of criteria. The overall quality status of the greenspace is expressed as a percentage with
100% representing the highest quality and 0% representing the lowest quality. The quality audit
provides the opportunity for local authorities to set a quality standard which reflects local
circumstances. The local authority’s greenspace quality standard is usually identified in the authority’s
Open Space Strategy and it is used to help prioritise allocations of resources for interventions to
address the quality issues identified in the open space audit.
No definitive CSGN aspiration has been set for the level of open space quality to be achieved as it’s
appropriate that standards are set locally to reflect local circumstances. However, not all CSGN
authorities have set standards (see Table 5).
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Although there is some variation in the level at which standards have been set by CSGN local
authorities there is a degree of commonality around the 60-70% mark. A qualitative standard of 65%
has therefore been adopted to apply to those authorities where none exists.
Table 5 sets out the availability of locally derived qualitative standards, where an adopted standard
has been applied to available qualitative data and where extrapolation was required in the absence of
any available data for each of the CSGN local authorities.
Table 5 – CSGN local authority qualitative standards, application of adopted standards and extrapolation

CSGN Region

CSGN Local
Authority

Local authority
Quality
Standard

Ayrshire

East Ayrshire

None

<65%
Applied

Extrapolation
required



Forth Valley

North Ayrshire

>50%

South Ayrshire

None

Clackmannanshire

>65% for parks
>40% for AOS*

Falkirk
Stirling
Glasgow &
Clyde Valley





Assessed as
poor or fair
>50%

East
Dunbartonshire
East Renfrewshire

>65% for parks
>50% for AOS

Glasgow City

None

Inverclyde

Assessed as poor

North Lanarkshire

None

Renfrewshire

None

South Lanarkshire

None

None

No local standards. Average % of
failing space calculated for authorities
with data and applied to East Ayrshire
open space
Data not in useable format. Average
% of failing space calculated for
authorities with data and applied to
North Ayrshire open space total
No local standards. Average % of
failing space calculated for authorities
with data and applied to South
Ayrshire open space
Data not in useable format. Average
% of failing space calculated for
authorities with data and applied to
Clackmananshire open space total
Falkirk Open Space Audit states a
figure for amount of failing space






Inverclyde Open Space Audit
qualitatively assesses spaces as good,
average or poor. The poor category
was used to calculate area of failing
space
No local standards. Average % of
failing space calculated for authorities
with data and applied to North
Lanrkshire open space




West
Dunbartonshire

Notes

No data available. % of failing spaces
calculated for authorities with data
and applied to South Lanarkshire
open space extracted from Scotland’s
Greenspace Map

>40% for parks ;
>30% for AOS*;
>30% for SN
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Lothians &
Fife

East Lothian

>70% for parks
>60% for AOS*

Edinburgh City

Failing spaces
identified

Fife

>60%

Midlothian

>65% : parks &
AOS*
>75% : district
parks
None

West Lothian

Edinburghs Open Space Audit
identifies failing spaces across
different typologies which were
summated




Data not in useable format. Average
% of failing space calculated for
authorities with data and applied to
Midlothian open space total
No local standards. Average % of
failing space calculated for authorities
with data and applied to West
Lothian open space

* AOS – amenity open space; SN – semi-natural

Three levels of analysis were applied to calculate greenspace quality deficits:
A. Where both audit data and standards were available, the area of failing space was calculated
directly from this information.
B. Where audit data was available but standards hadn’t been developed 65% was used to
calculate the area of failing space.
C. Where neither audit data nor standards were available, or the data wasn’t in a useable format,
the area of failing space was calculated as an extrapolation from other authorities as the
proportion of failing greenspace against the total area of greenspace. This was calculated at
22.3%.
Table 6 sets out the results of the calculations described above.
Table 6 – Analysis level used, area of failing space and percentage of failing space against total area of open space

CSGN
Region

CSGN Local
Authority

Ayrshire

East Ayrshire
North Ayrshire
South Ayrshire
Clackmannanshire
Falkirk
Stirling
East Dunbartonshire
East Renfrewshire
Glasgow City
Inverclyde
North Lanarkshire
Renfrewshire
South Lanarkshire
West Dunbartonshire
East Lothian
Edinburgh City

Forth Valley

Glasgow &
Clyde Valley

Lothians &
Fife

Analysis
level

C
C
C
C
A
A
A
B
B
A
C
B
C
A
A
A

Failing space as %
of total open
space area

Ha of failing
space

22.3
22.3
22.3
22.3
36.4
37.5
2.2
26.0
31.0
6.6
22.3
9.7
22.3
35.7
33.3
3.3

292
191
222
30
835
391
10
130
592
15
506
125
398
192
244
48

Regional
Totals

705

1256

1968
1625
15
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Fife
Midlothian
West Lothian

A
C
C

23.6
22.3
22.3

572
157
604

Total failing space

5554

5554

5.3.2 The unit cost of enhancing greenspace
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study presented capital cost evidence of recent projects to enhance existing
greenspace in urban areas from across central Scotland. Based on those projects the study estimated
an average cost to enhance existing greenspace in the CSGN to be in the order of £21,100 per hectare.
5.3.3 The capital cost to enhance greenspace
Using the data shown in paragraphs 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, the one-off capital cost to enhance greenspace
across the CSGN activity area can be estimated to be:
Ayrshire:

705 hectares x £21,100/hectare =

£14,875,500

Forth Valley:

1256 hectares x £21,100/hectare =

£26,501,600

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

1968 hectares x £21,100/hectare =

£41,524,800

Lothians & Fife:

1625 hectares x £21,100/hectare =

£34,287,500

5.4 C3. Create greenspace in new residential areas
5.4.1 The extent of greenspace that should be created in new residential areas
An estimate of the extent of greenspace that should be created associated with new residential
developments built in the CSGN activity area up to 2050 requires two figures:
1. an estimate of the number of new households that will be needed in the CSGN activity area
up to 2050; and,
2. an accepted CSGN-wide standard for the extent of greenspace to be provided for new
developments.
In 2014, the National Records of Scotland published Household Projections for Scotland2. This
publication provides an estimate of the number of households there will be in Scotland for each
local authority area based on a 2012 estimate with a 25 year projection up to 2037. It is therefore
possible to derive an estimate of the number of new households there will be in the 19 CSGN local
authorities by subtracting the number of households in CSGN local authorities in 2012 from the
number of households in CSGN local authorities in 2037.
Table 7 shows the household projections for CSGN local authorities through to 2037 and the
predicted change in the number of households between 2012 and 2037.3

2

http://www.nrscotland.gov.uk/statistics-and-data/statistics/statistics-by-theme/households/householdprojections/household-projections-for-scotland-2012-based
3
The National Records for Scotland data provides projections for each year, but Table 6 just shows five-yearly
intervals
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Table 7. Projection for the rise in the number of households in CSGN regions from 2012 through to 2037

CSGN Region

Local Authority

Ayrshire

East Ayrshire

54,143

58,364

North Ayrshire

62,519

61,758

South Ayrshire

51,515

54,104

170,189

176,263

Clackmannanshire

22,881

24,036

Falkirk

69,230

80,209

Stirling

37,876

47,162

129,987

151,407

East Dunbartonshire

43,778

44,509

East Renfrewshire

37,575

42,498

286,134

354,006

37,299

33,666

146,905

162,158

80,924

89,264

140,225

155,059

42,106

42,543

814,946

923,703

43,429

54,944

Edinburgh

224,875

313,033

Fife

161,845

182,547

Midlothian

35,540

43,312

West Lothian

73,847

86,487

539,536

680,323

140,787

1,652,646

1,929,659

277,013

Total
Forth Valley

Total
Glasgow & Clyde Valley

Glasgow

2012

Inverclyde
North Lanarkshire
Renfrewshire
South Lanarkshire
West Dunbartonshire
Total
Lothians and Fife

East Lothian

Total
All CSGN

TOTAL

2037

6,074

21,420

108,757

If the total of additional households for each CSGN region is compared to the total of additional
households for the whole of the CSGN, then the percentage of additional households for each region
compared to the CSGN is:
Ayrshire
Forth Valley
Glasgow & Clyde Valley
Lothians & Fife

(6,074 ÷ 277,013) ÷ 100
(21,420 ÷ 277,013) ÷ 100
(108,757 ÷ 277,013) ÷ 100
(140,787 ÷ 277,013) ÷ 100

2.2%
7.7%
39.3%
50.8%

For this study it is necessary to estimate the number of new households through to 2050. It is possible to plot the
statistics for project number of new households in the CSGN local authorities on a graph and then to fit a trend line to
the curve the data describes. The trend line can then be extended for an additional thirteen year forecast to derive an
estimate of the number of new households by 2050.
Figure 1. Projection of new households to 2050 in CSGN Activity Area

shows the projection of new households as a total for all 19 CSGN local authorities through to 2037
based on the NROS published data with a polynomial trend line fitted to the data and forecast from
2037 through to 2050. The R2 (0.9999) shows that the trend line is a very good fit to the data.
17
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Figure 1. Projection of new households to 2050 in CSGN Activity Area

The Figure 1 trend line forecast for 2050 indicates an estimate of 378,066 new households in the CSGN
activity area by 2050. If the percentage of additional households for each region compared to the
CSGN is applied to this predicted CSGN total for 2050 then the additional households in the CSGN
regions in 2050 is predicted to be:
CSGN Region
Ayrshire
Forth Valley
Glasgow & Clyde Valley
Lothians & Fife

2.2% x 378,066
7.7% x 378,066
39.3% x 378,066
50.8% x 378,066

Predicted additional households
8,317
29,111
148,580
192,058

A review of the range of planning policies in CSGN local authorities that state a standard for the extent
of greenspace to be provided per household for new developments is show in
Table 8.
Table 8. Local authority policies for the standard provision of greenspace for new residential developments

CSGN Region

CSGN Local Authority

Standard

Ayrshire

East Ayrshire

Dependent on local circumstances

North Ayrshire

No standard for new development

South Ayrshire

No standard for new development

Clackmannanshire

No standard for new development

Falkirk

Dependent on local circumstances

Stirling

60m2/person = 136m2/household (based on 2.27 people per household)

Forth Valley
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Glasgow &
Clyde Valley

East Dunbartonshire

68m2/household

East Renfrewshire

30m2/household

Glasgow City

3ha/1000 = 68m2/household (based on 2.27 people per household)

Inverclyde

Dependent on circumstances

North Lanarkshire

No standard for new development

Renfrewshire

Dependent on circumstances

South Lanarkshire

Dependent on circumstances

West Dunbartonshire

Dependent on circumstances

Lothians & Fife East Lothian

60m2/household

Edinburgh City

Dependent on local circumstances

Fife

60m2/household

Midlothian

No standard for new development

West Lothian

Dependent on circumstances

From these range of standards, 60m2 of greenspace per household is taken to be an acceptable CSGNwide standard for the purposes of this study. It is therefore possible to estimate the extent of new
greenspace to be created associated with new residential developments in each CSGN region to be:
CSGN Region
Ayrshire
Forth Valley
Glasgow & Clyde Valley
Lothians & Fife

8,317 x 60m2 greenspace / household
29,111 x 60m2 greenspace / household
148,580 x 60m2 greenspace / household
192,058 x 60m2 greenspace / household

Hectares of greenspace
50
175
891
1152

5.4.2 The unit cost of creating greenspace in new residential areas
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study presented capital cost evidence for the creation of greenspace in recent
new residential developments by Mactaggart and Mickel Homes Limited.. Based on those projects the
study estimated an average cost to create greenspace in residential development in the CSGN to be
in the order of £27,908 per hectare.
5.4.3 The capital cost to create greenspace in new residential areas
Using the data shown in paragraphs 5.4.1 and 5.4.2, the capital cost to create greenspace in new
residential areas in the CSGN regions can be estimated to be:
Ayrshire:

50 hectares x £27,908/hectare =

£1,395,400

Forth Valley:

175 hectares x £27,908/hectare =

£4,883,900

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

891 hectares x £27,908/hectare =

£24,866,028

Lothians & Fife:

1152 hectares x £27,908/hectare =

£32,150,016
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6 Green Infrastructure
6.1 What is ‘Green Infrastructure’?
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study provides a definition of ‘green infrastructure, a description of green
infrastructure within the CSGN area and the relevance of green infrastructure to the CSGN. The
paragraphs below provide a breakdown of the figures presented in the ‘Costing the CSGN’ study for
each of the four CSGN regions.
For the purposes of this study, Green Infrastructure features are taken to include:
•
•

green roofs, rain gardens, swales, detention basins and ponds for natural water
management
street trees, hedges, green walls, verges and gardens for natural air conditioning
and quality

6.2 CSGN components for Green Infrastructure
Three components of the CSGN have been identified which relate to interventions on Green
Infrastructure. The components are:
C4. Deliver Green Infrastructure in new residential developments
C5. Deliver Green Infrastructure in new commercial and industrial developments
C6. Retrofit Green Infrastructure into existing urban areas

6.3 C4: Deliver Green Infrastructure into new residential developments
6.3.1

The extent of new residential developments that will require Green
Infrastructure
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study estimated the number of new residential buildings that will require green
infrastructure up to 2050 to be 248,884 new residential buildings. The number of new residential
buildings that will require green infrastructure in the CSGN regions can be estimated by applying the
proportions of predicted new households by 2050 for each CSGN Region (see paragraph 5.4.1).
CSGN Region
Ayrshire
Forth Valley
Glasgow & Clyde Valley
Lothians & Fife

2.2% x 248,844
7.7% x 248,844
39.3% x 248,844
50.8% x 248,844

No of new residential buildings by 2050
5,475
19,160
97,796
126,413

6.3.2

The unit cost of delivering Green Infrastructure in new residential
developments
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study presented capital cost evidence for the creation of green infrastructure
in recent new residential developments by Mactaggart and Mickel Homes Limited, and cost estimates
for the proposed provision of naturalised SUDS for a major development in a community growth area
in South Lanarkshire. Based on those projects the study estimated an average cost for the provision
of Green Infrastructure in new residential developments across the CSGN Activity Area can be taken
to be: £2,110 per plot.
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6.3.3

The capital cost to deliver Green Infrastructure in new residential
developments
Using the data shown in paragraphs 6.3.1 and 6.3.2, the capital cost to deliver Green Infrastructure in
new residential developments across the CSGN activity area can be estimated to be:
Ayrshire:

5,475 plots x £2,110 per plot =

£11,552,250

Forth Valley:

19,160 plots x £2,110 per plot =

£40,427,600

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

97,796 plots x £2,110 per plot =

£206,349,560

Lothians & Fife:

126,413 plots x £2,110 per plot =

£266,731,430

6.4 C5: Deliver Green Infrastructure in new commercial and industrial
developments
6.4.1

The extent of new commercial and industrial developments that will require
Green Infrastructure
The GCV Strategic Development Planning Authority has collated data on industrial and business land
supply for each of the eight GCV local authorities since 1997. The same data doesn’t exist for the
SESPlan area or for the former Joint Ayrshire Structure Plan area. The data therefore provides a useful
starting point for extrapolating an estimate of industrial and business land which will be developed
between now and 2050 across the CSGN.
The Draft GCVSDPA Industrial and Business Land Supply Monitoring Report (May 2014) contains data
shown in Table 10 which sets out the total land developed for industrial and business uses in the GCV
between 1997/98 and 2012/13.
Table 9 - Land take up for industrial and business use in the GCVSDPA area

Year
1997/98
1998/99
1999/00
2000/01
2001/02
2002/03
2003/04
2004/05
2005/06
2006/07
2007/08
2008/09
2009/10
2010/11
2011/12
2012/13

Total Take up (ha)
60.7 ha
69.5 ha
61.8 ha
61.3 ha
33.3 ha
88.8 ha
35.5 ha
61.6 ha
70.8 ha
48.6 ha
95.6 ha
25.1 ha
36.1 ha
46.1 ha
53.6 ha
27.26 ha
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The average take up of industrial and business land across the 15 years for which the data has been
collected is 54.7ha. If this figure is projected to 2050 the land take up will be:
37 years x 54.7ha = 2023.9ha.
Since the land take up figure is for the GCV region only, a ratio has to be applied to extrapolate to the
CSGN regions. Several options were considered for the ‘Costing the CSGN’ study, including population
levels, the number of local authorities and the total land area. However, it was felt that a stronger
association existed between the amount of land take up for industrial and business use and the
amount of urban areas for each of the CSGN regions. The same approach has been applied to calculate
a ratio for the four CSGN regions.
CSGN Region
Ayrshire
Forth Valley
Glasgow & Clyde Valley
Lothians & Fife
All CSGN

Urban area
12,667.8ha
10,137.4ha
54,327.6ha
35,306.9ha
112,429.7ha

CSGN Region
Ayrshire
Forth Valley
Glasgow & Clyde Valley
Lothians & Fife

(2023.9 ÷ 48.32) x 11.2
(2023.9 ÷ 48.32) x 9.0
(2023.9 ÷ 48.32) x 31.3

% urban area in CSGN
11.27%
9.02%
48.32%
31.39%

Projected land take up for industrial &
business use to 2050
469 ha
376 ha
2024 ha
1311 ha

6.4.2

The unit cost of delivering Green Infrastructure in new commercial and
industrial developments
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study presented capital cost evidence for the creation of green infrastructure
in new commercial and industrial developments based on a recent commercial development the
Shawfield National Business District by the Clyde Gateway Urban Regeneration Company, and
proposals for Green Infrastructure the Spango Valley industrial area, as part of the Spango Valley
Integrated Green Infrastructure Design Study completed in 2012.
Based on those developments the average cost for the provision of Green Infrastructure in new
commercial or industrial developments across the CSGN Activity Area was taken to be: £33,545 per

hectare.
6.4.3

The capital cost to deliver Green Infrastructure in new commercial and
industrial developments
Using the data shown in paragraphs 6.4.2 and 6.4.3, the capital cost to deliver Green Infrastructure in
new commercial and industrial developments across the CSGN activity area can be estimated to be:
Ayrshire:

469 ha x £33,545 per ha =

£15,732,605

Forth Valley:

376 ha x £33,545 per ha =

£12,612,920

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

2024 ha x £33,545 per ha =

£67,895,080
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Lothians & Fife:

1311 ha x £33,545 per ha =

£43,977,495

6.5 C6: Retrofit Green Infrastructure into existing urban areas
6.5.1 The extent of Green Infrastructure to be retrofitted into existing urban areas
Designing and delivering Green Infrastructure in new development is relatively straight forward and
cost effective. The integration of Green Infrastructure into existing urban areas is far more complex
and therefore often more expensive. The reconfiguration of underground services, limited space and
complicated ownership and management patterns combine to make retrofitting Green Infrastructure
a considerable challenge. Prioritisation of delivery in areas which are likely to be worst affected by
the future impacts of climate change helps to quantify and target the challenge and ensure value for
investment is achieved.
For urban areas across the CSGN the two main hazards associated with future climate change are
flooding and overheating. For both hazards data exists which can assist with the identification and
quantification of priority areas. The data is:
Flooding -

SEPA Flood Risk Mapping for pluvial or surface water flooding with a 200 year +
climate change return period (2014)4

Overheating - GCV Green Network Partnership data on surface temperature increases for the GCV
(Glasgow Caledonian University, 2014)5
The difficulty and cost of retrofitting Green Infrastructure varies according to the density and
complexity of the urban form into which it is to be integrated. It will be more complicated and
expensive to create Green Infrastructure in a city centre than it would be for a more open plan

4

In 2014 SEPA produced and disseminated a range of flood risk data including pluvial, fluvial and coastal
flooding. The pluvial, or surface water, data constitutes the greatest flooding hazard for urban areas in the CSGN
and therefore the most pertinent to retrofitting green infrastructure.
The pluvial data is subdivided into frequency return periods of 1:10 years (high probability), 1:200 years (medium
probability) and 1:200 years + climate change (low probability). Given one of the primary purposes of green
infrastructure is to adapt urban areas for the impacts of future climate change and that adaptation should seek
to cope with the most serious impacts, the 1:200 year + climate change data was used to calculate the priority
areas for green infrastructure.
5

The overheating data for the GCV area was generated based on classification of the city region into Local
Climate Zones (LCZ). These are classifications of urban form based on building density and height and extent of
greenery. The analysis undertaken by Glasgow Caledonian University on behalf of the GCVGNP showed a strong
correlation between significant areas of Glasgow City centre and increased surface temperature compared to
surrounding areas both now and projected to 2050. These locations would in effect be the priority areas for
Green Infrastructure for overheating.
The analysis was only undertaken for the GCV and extrapolation across the CSGN wouldn’t be possible without
classification of all urban areas into LCZs which would be a significant task. A decision was therefore taken to
assume that the entire city centre areas for Glasgow and Edinburgh would be a priority for Green Infrastructure
associated with overheating.
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suburban area. Glasgow City Council has, for the purpose of its Local Development Plan, categorised
and mapped its urban areas into three types based on the dominant urban form. These are:
City centre -

dense urban form with narrow streets and many buildings more than four stories

Inner urban -

medium density with wider street patterns and buildings generally three or four
storeys (often tenement housing)

Outer urban - low density suburban areas with wide streets and predominantly detached and semidetached housing
This categorisation is a useful aide in calculating the extent of priority areas for green infrastructure in
such a way that allows different unit costs (6.5.2 below) to be applied to different circumstances.
However, the categorisation of urban areas applied only to Glasgow City. To facilitate calculation of
priority areas across the CSGN the same approach was applied to Edinburgh City’s urban areas by the
GCVGNP team using GIS and aerial photography. Additionally, an assumption was made that all other
urban areas in the CSGN would be categorised as outer urban since no other city centres exist and the
physical extent of town centres, which may have been classed as inner urban, are likely to be relatively
small. The work necessary to classify town centres accurately would have been disproportionate to
the benefit.
The urban categorisation process resulted in seven areas for which the extent of priority areas for
green infrastructure with differing unit costs according to urban form could be calculated.
The primary climate change hazard for the CSGN is surface water flooding. The projected extent of
flooding based on the 1:200 year + climate change return period (see Footnote 4) was calculated for
each of the seven areas. These areas were taken as the priority areas for retrofitting green
infrastructure associated with flooding across the CSGN and are detailed in Table 10.
Table 10. The extent of priority areas to retrofit green infrastructure across the CSGN regions by type of urban morphology

CSGN Region
Ayrshire
Forth Valley
Glasgow & Clyde Valley
Lothians & Fife

City Centre

Inner Urban

Outer Urban

0
0
29.27 ha
8.67 ha

0
0
285.97 ha
53.55 ha

1,190.09 ha
763.82 ha
4,292.28 ha
2,035.67 ha

6.5.2 The unit cost of retrofitting Green Infrastructure into existing urban areas
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study presented capital cost evidence for the retrofitting of green
infrastructure into existing urban areas based on recently completed integrated green infrastructure
design studies for the GCV Green Network Partnership and an assessment of costs for the delivery of
an Integrated Public Realm proposal to the Glasgow City Region City Deal.
Based on these studies/proposals the average cost per hectare to retrofit green infrastructure into
the following urban form classes across the CSGN Activity Area can be taken to be:



City centre:
Inner urban:

£229,014 per hectare;
£112,097 per hectare;
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Outer urban:

£20,101 per hectare.

6.5.3 The capital cost to retrofit Green Infrastructure into existing urban areas
Table 11 shows an estimate of the capital cost to retrofit green infrastructure into existing urban areas
across the CSGN activity area, based on the data shown in paragraphs 6.5.1 and 6.5.2.
Table 11. An estimate of the capital cost to retrofit green infrastructure into urban areas across the CSGN Regions

CSGN Region

Urban form class

Ayrshire

Outer urban

Estimated area
(ha)
1190.09

Estimated cost /ha

£20,101

Total
Forth Valley

Outer urban

£23,921,999
763.82

£20,101

Total
Glasgow & Clyde Valley

City centre
Inner urban
Outer urban

Total
Lothians & Fife

City centre
Inner urban
Outer urban

Total

Capital Cost to
retrofit GI into the
CSGN regions
£23,921,999
£15,353,545

£15,353,545
29.27
285.97
4292.28

£229,014
£112,097
£20,101

£6,703,240
£32,056,379
£86,279,120

4607.52

£27,138

£125,038,739

8.67
53.55
2035.67

£229,014
£112,097
£20,101

£1,985,551
£6,002,794
£40,919,002

2097.89

£23,313

£48,907,347
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7 Vacant and Derelict Land
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study provides a definition of ‘vacant and derelict land’ (V&DL), the extent of
V&DL within the CSGN area and the relevance of V&DL to the CSGN. The paragraphs below provide a
breakdown of the figures presented in the ‘Costing the CSGN’ study for each of the four CSGN regions.

7.1 CSGN components for Greenspace
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study identified three components of the CSGN which relate to interventions
on V&DL. The components are:
C7. Deliver greenspace on V&DL for a social or environmental end use
C8. Deliver temporary greening on V&DL classified as stalled
C9. Encourage naturalisation of V&DL classified as stalled

Extent of V&DL in CSGN area
(based on Scottish V&DL Survey, 2012)

1. Select data for
CSGN local
authorities

2. Select data for
Preferred uses
(FUTUSE1A)

10,984 ha

All V&DL in
Scotland

8,637 ha

All V&DL in
CSGN

Buglife's Study
Remote Assessment
for OMH Priority Sites

NonCSGN relevant
Preferred use

CSGN relevant
Preferred use
(codes 6,7,19,20,21,23)

3. Select data for
Development
Potential
(DEVPOT))

Uneconomic to
Develop:
Soft End Use

Developable:
Medium term/
Undetermined

(code 4)

(codes 2,3)

4. Select data for
General Location
(INTRLOCN2))

Location:
Settlements:

5. Select data for
Surrounding
activities
(INTRSUR1 & 2)

Surroundings:
Residential/
Education

1681 ha

4408 ha

Location:
Settlements
(code 1,2)
- 864 ha

201 ha

(codes 5,12)

950 ha

6. Resolution of
Double counting:
General Location
(INTRLOCN2)

(code 1)

937 ha

Location:
Settlements
(code 1,2)

- 86 ha

- 201 ha

- 0 ha

C7: Greenspace on
V&DL for social or
environmental purpose

C9: Encourage
naturalisation of V&DL
classified as stalled

C8: Deliver temporary
greening on V&DL
classified as stalled

817 ha

4121ha

937 ha

Figure 2. A schematic of the analysis of the SVDLS to derive the extent of the three V&DL components for the study
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7.2 C7: Deliver greenspace on V&DL for social or environmental end use
7.2.1 The extent of V&DL identified for a social or environmental end-use
Figure 2 illustrates the filtering of SVDLS 2012 dataset used to derive the extent of V&DL sites where
greenspace could be delivered for a social or environmental end use.
The SVDLS gathers data from local authorities on the intended or preferred end-uses of V&DL within
each local authority6. Several of the classes by which the end-uses are classified indicate a potential
end-use of relevance to the CSGN:







Passive open space
Recreation/leisure
Nature conservation
Community based woodland
Non community based woodland
Green/environmental

The SVDLS also gathers data from local authorities on the development potential of V&DL within each
local authority7. The sites are classed by the expected rate of development, but one class is used to
identify sites which are considered ‘uneconomic to develop’ and therefore are expected to have a
‘soft end-use’.
Data on the intended or preferred end-use and the development potential of V&DL submitted for the
SVDLS by the 19 local authorities in the CSGN activity area has been provided for this report by Scottish
Government statisticians.
Table 12 shows that a total of 1,681 hectares of V&DL in the CSGN activity area (19% of the total V&DL
in the CSGN) is classified for a social or environmental end use and might reasonably be expected to
be transformed to deliver an essential component of the CSGN by 2050. The first six columns show
the extent of V&DL which has been classified as having the largest area of the site with an intended of
preferred future end-use relevant to the CSGN. To avoid double-counting, the figures shown in the
‘development potential’ column exclude sites which have an intended or preferred end-use relevant
to the CSGN.
7.2.2 Resolution of Double-counting with Component 9
Many of the sites identified as having a social or environmental end use have also been identified as
potential sites for ‘open mosaic habitats’ and therefore could be contributing to Component 9 –
“Encourage naturalisation of V&DL classified as stalled” (see paragraph 7.4). These sites were crossreferenced with the sites identified with potential for Component 9.
Table 13 shows the extent of V&DL sites in a rural location that were classified as having a CSGN
relevant end-use, or a soft end-use as well as a potential for naturalisation are assumed to be more
suited to transformation through naturalisation rather than by more intensive greenspace creation
and were removed from the Component 7 total.

6
7

SVDLS 2012 code FUTUSE1A
SVDLS 2012 code DEVPOT
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East Ayrshire
North Ayrshire
South Ayrshire

Community based
woodland

Non-community
based woodland

Green /
Environmental

6.18
14.15
0
20.33
0
3.88
55.54

0
241.43
0
241.43
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
1.95
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
45.46
0
45.46
0
0
0

East Lothian
Edinburgh, City of
Fife
Midlothian
West Lothian

35.54
71.39
0
106.93
0
0
0.40
214.26
0
0
0
170.07
11.67
2.54
9.04
18.45
3.40
643.69
2.44
6.34
0
0
0

100.08
0.52
0
24.59
0.43
16.79
0.63
42.09
0
285.21
13.99
1.50
324.01
0.42
23.4

9.43
0
0
0
21.92
0
22.19
0
53.54
10.91
0
0.67
0
0

1.95
0
0
0
0
84.56
0
8.44
3.13
100.03
0
0
0
0
60.75

0
2.93
0
0
56.45
0.56
9.86
0
69.8
0
0
0
0
0

29.4
0
0
0
4.87
0
0
0
34.27
0
0
0
0
0

0
0.98
21.30
0.49
5.22
2.00
53.53
0.18
83.7
0.11
0
0
123.14
0

TOTAL

1296.1
6

933.74

118.66

260.81

TOTAL

Forth

Clackmannanshire
Falkirk
Stirling
TOTAL

Glasgow &
East Dunbartonshire
Clyde Valley East Renfrewshire
Glasgow City
Inverclyde
North Lanarkshire
Renfrewshire
South Lanarkshire
West Dunbartonshire
TOTAL

Lothians &
Fife

Nature Conservation

Ayrshire

Ha of intended or preferred end-use of V&DL8

Recreation / Leisure

CSGN Local authority

Passive open space

CSGN
Region

Development Potential:
Uneconomic/soft end-use

Table 12. The extent of intended or preferred CSGN end-use of V&DL by CSGN local authority (SVDLS, 2012)

290.65

Table 13. Resolution of potential double-counting with Component 9

CSGN Region

Ayrshire
Forth
Glasgow & Clyde Valley
Lothians & Fife

Potential CSGN Potential (ha) Potential (ha)
end-use (ha)
double-count
Component 7
(Table 12)
Component 9
132.03
414.15
282.12
40.03
61.77
21.74
490.74
637.66
146.92
154.20
567.68
413.48

8

The extent of V&DL sites which have the largest area of the site with an intended or preferred end-use relevant
to the CSGN (SVDLS 2012 code FUTUSE1A)
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TOTAL
(Ha)

41.72
372.43
0
414.15
0
5.83
55.94
890.07
39.35
3.91
215.96
12.59
192.35
12.23
154.56
6.71
2417.8
27.45
7.84
324.68
123.56
84.15
5403.2
8
1681.26
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7.2.3 The unit cost of transforming V&DL for a social or environmental end-use
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study presented capital cost evidence of recent projects to transform V&DL
into greenspace. Based on these case studies, an average cost of transforming V&DL to greenspace
can be taken to be in the order of £13,700 per hectare.
7.2.4

The capital cost to deliver greenspace on V&DL for social or environmental
end use
Using the data shown in paragraphs 7.2.2 and 7.2.3, the estimated capital cost to deliver greenspace
on V&DL for social or environmental end use across the CSGN activity area can be calculated to be:
Ayrshire:

132.03 hectares x £13,700/hectare =

£1,808,811

Forth Valley:

40.03 hectares x £13,700/hectare =

£548,411

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

490.74 hectares x £13,700/hectare =

£6,723,138

Lothians & Fife:

154.2 hectares x £13,700/hectare =

£2,112,540

7.3 C8: Deliver temporary greening on V&DL classified as stalled
7.3.1 What is ‘Stalled’ V&DL?
In a scoping report on stalled spaces9 greenspace scotland define a stalled space as:
“those spaces which are already approved for another use but where development has not
begun”.
There is no ready definition of what a ‘stalled’ V&DL site is. For the purposes of this study a ‘stalled’
site is taken to mean a V&DL site which has no immediate prospect of development for its intended
or preferred end-use.
7.3.2 What is ‘Temporary Greening’ ?
Glasgow City Council’s ‘Stalled Spaces’ initiative focuses on the temporary use of vacant or under-used
land to deliver a range of projects. The initiative makes practical use of ‘paused’ developments
contributing to the quality of life for local communities and addressing many wider objectives.
Examples of such uses include: play space; exhibition space; event space; pop up park; and, growing
space. Not all of the potential Stalled Spaces uses are relevant to the CSGN.
greenspace scotland’s scoping report on stalled spaces9 chooses not to use the term ‘temporary
greening’, but instead uses the term ‘temporary greenspace’. This is because ‘temporary greening’ is
often interpreted in a limited way to mean turfing or seeding spaces, leaving them with no discernible
function which means in reality such spaces are still vacant land. The scoping report suggests that
temporary greenspace can provide opportunities to: pre-install green infrastructure; create landscape
setting for future development, as well as the creation of greenspace and growing spaces as part of a
wider green network.

9

Stalled spaces – delivering community and environmental benefits through temporary greenspace. Scoping
report. greenspace scotland, 2010. http://www.greenspacescotland.org.uk/
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7.3.3

The extent of V&DL identified as ‘stalled’ which requires temporary
greening
If the capital costs of a temporary greening intervention are to deliver value for money, sites which
are unlikely to be developed in the short term and are located close to a community of people are
more likely to be worthwhile of consideration. Figure 2 illustrates the filtering of SVDLS 2012 dataset
used to derive the extent of potential sites requiring temporary greening.
The SVDLS collects data on the prospects for the development of V&DL sites10. The categories for the
prospects for development data are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
9.

Developable – Short term: expectation of development within the next five years
Developable – Medium term: expectation of development within five to ten years
Developable – Undetermined: unlikely to be developed for at least ten years
Uneconomic to develop/soft end-use: temporary soft end uses are not coded here
Unknown/uncertain information: typically new sites where there is insufficient information

The SVDLS also identifies V&DL sites that are located in settlements of 2000 people or more11. As
temporary greening is primarily intended to provide functions for people living in an urban
environment the data which relates to sites in settlements has been taken to represent the extent of
V&DL which has stalled and has the potential to be transformed by temporary greening.
The SVDLS in 2012 also requested local authorities to indicate the predominant land uses of the
surrounding area for each V&DL site 12 . V&DL sites which are adjacent to residential areas or
educational establishments (e.g. schools or colleges) are likely to deliver greater benefit to people
through temporary greening than sites which are adjacent to other land uses (e.g. manufacturing,
offices) or existing CSGN relevant land uses (e.g. passive open space, community based-woodland).
The submission of this coding in the 2012 survey was not mandatory and consequently four of the
CSGN local authorities did not supply this coding (Clackmannanshire, East Renfrewshire, Renfrewshire
and Stirling). Additionally, several CSGN local authorities did not provide coding for some of their V&DL
sites (East Ayrshire, East Dunbartonshire, South Ayrshire and West Dunbartonshire).
Table 14 shows the extent of V&DL that:

is within a CSGN local authority, and;

has not been coded for an intended or preferred end-use relevant to the CSGN (see para
7.2.1), and;

has been coded for development potential as ‘medium term’ (DEVPOT code 2) or
‘undetermined’ (DEVPOT code 3), and;

is within settlements of 2000 people or more (INTRLOCN2 code 1), and;

is adjacent to residential (INTRSUR1 & 2 code 12) or educational (INTRSUR1 & 2 code 5) land
uses.
These sites might be regarded as having potential for investment in temporary greening toward the
delivery of the CSGN vision (see Figure 2).

10

SVDLS 2012 code DEVPOT
SVDLS 2012 code INTRLOCN2
12
SVDLS 2012 code INTRSUR1 and INTRSUR2
11
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Table 14: The extent of land within settlements which has no immediate potential for development and does not have a
future use relevant to the CSGN by CSGN Local Authorities

CSGN Region

CSGN Local Authority

Ayrshire

East Ayrshire
North Ayrshire
South Ayrshire
TOTAL

Forth Valley

Clackmannanshire
Falkirk
Stirling
TOTAL

Glasgow & Clyde
Valley

East Dunbartonshire
East Renfrewshire
Glasgow City
Inverclyde
North Lanarkshire
Renfrewshire
South Lanarkshire
West Dunbartonshire
TOTAL

Lothians & Fife

East Lothian
Edinburgh, City of
Fife
Midlothian
West Lothian
TOTAL

Potential
Area for C8
Hectares

C8 & C9
Double count
Hectares

15.86*
38.26
33.03*
87.15
0.94
17.56
14.02
32.52
4.69*
9.93
314.91
14.20
197.25
54.71
91.99
21.71*
682.99
2.16
46.12
38.79
11.32
10.00
791.38

0
13.59
1.35
14.94
0.20
7.05
3.01
10.26
3.1
2.13
57.29
0
63.76
11.74
6.24
2.19
196.85
0
12.94
15.2
1.32
0
423.16

937.45

846.32

*incomplete INTRSUR 1 & 2 coding
Italic numbers = extrapolated data

Table 14 shows that a total of 937 hectares of V&DL in the CSGN activity area (11% of the total V&DL
in the CSGN) might reasonably be expected to be transformed by temporary greening as an essential
component of the CSGN by 2050. This total is derived by extrapolating for the missing INTRSUR1 & 2
coding for Clackmannanshire, East Renfrewshire, Renfrewshire and Stirling. The extrapolation was
based on the CSGN local authorities which had completed the INTRSUR 1 & 2 coding and took the
proportion of V&DL sites which were removed by the INTRSUR 1 & 2 coding filter after the other
coding filters had been applied. This proportion was then applied to the extent of V&DL for the four
incomplete local authority’s datasets.
The total number and extent of V&DL sites in the local authorities which had not provided complete
INTRSUR 1 & 2 coding was small and so these sites were excluded (i.e. it has been assumed that there
is no residential or educational land-use in the surrounding area).
7.3.4

Resolution of Double-counting with Component 9

Some of the sites identified as having potential for temporary greening have also been identified as
potential sites for ‘open mosaic habitats’ and therefore could be contributing to Component 9 –
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“Encourage naturalisation of V&DL classified as stalled” (see paragraph 7.4). When these sites were
cross-referenced with the sites identified with potential for Component 9 a total of 50 sites with an
area of 184 hectares were classified as having potential for temporary greening as well as a potential
for naturalisation. In addition, a further 17 hectares of the extrapolated area of V&DL sites with
potential for temporary greening for Clackmannanshire, East Renfrewshire, Renfrewshire and Stirling
could also have potential for naturalisation. Together a total of 201 hectares of sites are double
counted (see Figure 2). As all of these sites are in urban locations they are all considered more suited
for temporary greening to deliver benefits to local people rather than transformation through
naturalisation. However, it may well be that naturalisation has already occurred on some of these sites
and is encouraged as part of the temporary greening prescription for these sites.
The total area of V&DL within the CSGN regions that might be expected to be transformed to
temporary greening is therefore:
Ayrshire:

87.15 ha – 0 ha (double counting) =

87.15 ha

Forth Valley:

32.52 ha – 0 ha (double counting) =

32.52 ha

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

709.39 ha – 0 ha (double counting) =

709.39 ha

Lothians & Fife:

108.39 ha – 0 ha (double counting) =

108.39 ha

7.3.5 The unit cost of temporary greening stalled V&DL
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study presented capital cost evidence of recent temporary greening projects
of stalled V&DL collated from across central Scotland. Based on these case studies, an average cost of
temporary greening projects of stalled V&DL can be taken to be in the order of £28,330 per hectare.
7.3.6 The capital cost of temporary greening stalled V&DL
Using the data shown in paragraphs 7.3.3 and 7.3.4, the estimated capital cost to deliver temporary
greening on V&DL across the CSGN activity area can be calculated to be:
Ayrshire:

87.15 ha x £28,330 / ha =

£2,468,960

Forth Valley:

32.52 ha x £28,330 / ha =

£912,292

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

709.39 ha x £28,330 / ha =

£20,097,018

Lothians & Fife:

108.39 ha x £28,330 / ha =

£3,070,689

7.4 C9: Encourage naturalisation of V&DL classified as stalled
7.4.1 What is ‘Stalled’ V&DL
See paragraph 7.3.1 for an explanation of a stalled site for the purposes of this study.
7.4.2 What is ‘Naturalisation’
The Collins dictionary definition of naturalisation which is most appropriate to this context is: “to make
natural or more lifelike”. This definition suggests a positive act, or intervention, to bring about more
natural conditions.
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A second definition from the same dictionary which may also be appropriate if adapted for V&DL sites
is: “to introduce a plant or animal from another region and cause it to adapt to local conditions”. We
can consider V&DL sites as exotic site conditions in the context of the surrounding natural conditions.
In this context then ‘naturalisation’ may be considered the introduction of local plants or animals to
make V&DL sites more natural. In some circumstances this may follow a certain amount of
modification to the site conditions. The introduction of plants or animals may be through natural
ecological succession or through human intervention intended to accelerate natural processes.
7.4.3 Open Mosaic Habitats on brownfield sites
‘Buglife’, the Invertebrate Conservation Trust, has published several information sheets which explain
the importance of brownfield sites to UK biodiversity. V&DL is a large and important subset of all
brownfield land in the CSGN activity area. As such V&DL has the potential to support nationally
important populations of rare and endangered invertebrates, alongside other wildlife such as birds,
reptiles, plants and lichens. With the loss of natural habitats in the wider countryside through
agricultural intensification and development, wild areas within the urban environment have become
crucial to the survival of many increasingly threatened species in the UK. As a result Open Mosaic
Habitat on Previously Developed Land has been recently included as a UKBAP habitat13.
Brownfields with open mosaic habitats show evidence of previous disturbance, either through soil
being removed or severely modified by previous use, or the addition of materials such as industrial
spoil, with spatial variation developing across the site. The resultant variation allows for a mosaic of
different habitats to be supported in close proximity. To help identify which brownfield sites support
Open Mosaic Habitat (OMH), a set of criteria has been produced which must be met for a site to qualify
as supporting UK BAP habitat14.
Restoration of post-industrial sites into greenspace can destroy much of the existing biodiversity value
of the site through the importation of large quantities of topsoil and tree planting. This also results in
the loss of particular niches which will have a profound knock on effect on the wildlife found there15.
The type of interventions undertaken by Buglife to enhance OMH formation on V&DL sites includes:
wildflower plug planting and hand sowing of seed to enrich grassland habitats; grassland cutting and
removal of arisings; scrub clearance where it encroaches on more valuable habitat; creation of habitat
piles; management of invasive non-native species (e.g. Japanese knotweed); creation of scrapes and
bee banks. In some locations public access routes and interpretation features have been created.
Much of this work is undertaken by Buglife volunteers.
7.4.4 The extent of V&DL identified for a social or environmental end-use
Buglife completed a survey in 2013 of all V&DL within Scotland for its potential to support OMH. For
the purposes of this study those sites within the CSGN activity area which were identified in that
survey are taken to represent the extent of V&DL where naturalisation should be encouraged across
the CSGN.

13

“Identifying Open Mosaic Habitats in the Central Scotland Green Network area”, Buglife, March 2011
“Identifying Open Mosaic Habitats”, Buglife,
15
Buglife 2012. Scottish Invertebrate Habitat Management: Brownfields. Buglife, The Invertebrate
Conservation Trust
14
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The method undertaken by the Buglife surveyors follows the method described in “Identifying Open
Mosaic Habitats in the Central Scotland Green Network area” (Buglife, 2011), which surveyed derelict
land only. The recently completed survey encompassed both vacant sites and derelict sites. The
method is a mixture of filtering the SVDLS dataset and interpretation of aerial photography.
7.4.5 Resolution of Double-counting with Components 7 and 8
Some of the sites identified as having potential for naturalisation have also been identified as potential
sites for greenspace creation (component 7) and temporary greening (component 8). It is therefore
necessary to resolve the allocation of these sites to one or other of the components to avoid doublecounting. The general location coding in the SVDLS 2012 has been used to determine the appropriate
component allocation for the sites which have potential for both naturalisation and greenspace, or
both naturalisation and temporary greening. Any of the potential OMH sites which are located in
urban areas (INTRLOCN2 coding 1 or 2) were allocated to either component 7 or component 8. All
OMH sites in countryside areas (INTRLOCN2 coding 3) were allocated to component 9 (see paragraphs
7.2.2., 7.3.4 and Figure 2).
Table 15. The potential area of Open Mosaic Habitat (OMH) on V&DL by CSGN Region (extracted from Buglife survey
dataset, 2013), and double counting resolution with components 7 and 8.

CSGN Region

CSGN Local Authority

Ayrshire

East Ayrshire
North Ayrshire
South Ayrshire
Total
Clackmannanshire
Falkirk
Stirling
Total
East Dunbartonshire
East Renfrewshire
Glasgow
Inverclyde
North Lanarkshire
Renfrewshire
South Lanarkshire
West Dunbartonshire
Total
East Lothian
Edinburgh
Fife
Midlothian
West Lothian
Total

Forth Valley

Glasgow & Clyde
Valley

Lothians & Fife

Potential
OMH (ha)
178.00
827.18
27.11
1032.29
9.45
64.26
34.44
2172.73
36.41
23.91
369.31
7.44
714.99
755.14
94.82
84.28
6431.76
25.61
86.07
550.13
118.53
400.8
14044.66
28089.32

C7 double
counting
5.6
21.58
0
27.18
0
0
0
0
9.43
0
27.58
0
2.56
4.26
0
0
43.83
0.88
6.34
5.37
0
2.4
14.99
86.00

C8 double
counting
0
13.59
1.35
14.94
0.20
7.05
3.01
10.26
3.1
2.13
57.29
0
63.76
11.74
6.24
2.19
146.45
0
12.94
15.2
1.32
0
29.46
201.11

Pot. OMH
( - 2x count
resolution)
172.4
792.01
25.76
990.17
9.25
57.21
31.43
97.89
23.88
21.43
284.44
7.44
648.67
739.14
88.58
82.09
1895.67
24.73
66.79
529.56
117.21
398.4
1136.69
4120.42
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The total area of V&DL within each of the CSGN local authorities that might be expected to have
potential for naturalisation is shown in Table 15.
7.4.6 The unit cost of transforming V&DL for a social or environmental end-use
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study presented capital cost evidence of recent naturalisation projects of V&DL
by Buglife collated from across the UK. Based on these case studies, an average cost of naturalising
stalled V&DL can be taken to be in the order of £200 per hectare
7.4.7 The capital cost of naturalisation of stalled V&DL
Using the data shown in paragraphs 7.4.5 and 7.4.6, the estimated capital cost to deliver naturalisation
of stalled V&DL across the CSGN activity area can be calculated to be:
Ayrshire:

990.17 ha x £200 / ha =

£198,034

Forth Valley:

97.89 ha x £200 / ha =

£19,578

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

1895.67 ha x £200 / ha =

£379,134

Lothians & Fife:

1136.69 ha x £200 / ha =

£227,338
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8 Community Growing
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study provides a definition of ‘Community Growing’, and the relevance of
community growing to the CSGN. The paragraphs below provide a breakdown of the figures presented
in the ‘Costing the CSGN’ study for each of the four CSGN regions.

8.1 CSGN components for Community Growing
Three components of the CSGN have been identified which relate to interventions for Community
Growing. The components are:
C10. Increase the area of allotments by 200%
C11. Increase the area of community orchards by 200%
C12. Increase the area of community gardens by 200%

8.2 C10: Increase the area of allotments by 200%
8.2.1 The extent of new allotments required to increase the existing area by 200%
The ‘Growing Spaces’ (CSGN, 2011) audit of community growing identified 153 existing allotment sites
amounting to 140.9 hectares across the CSGN activity area (Table 16). The same audit also counted
the number of existing allotment plots at 4,835 plots across the CSGN activity area.
Table 16. Number of allotments, plots and area of allotments by CSGN local authority and region, ('Growing Spaces' 2011,
CSGN)

CSGN Region

Local Authority

Number of
Allotment
Sites

Total Plots

Total
Allotments
Area (Ha)

Ayrshire

East Ayrshire
North Ayrshire
South Ayrshire
Total
Clackmannanshire
Falkirk
Stirling
Total
East Dunbartonshire
East Renfrewshire
Glasgow
Inverclyde
North Lanarkshire
Renfrewshire
South Lanarkshire
West Dunbartonshire
Total
East Lothian
Edinburgh
Fife

3
3
4
10
4
2
4
10
0
1
28
3
12
5
4
6
59
7
33
25

70
102
237
409
62
78
144
284
0
6
1,401
58
217
103
175
127
2087
78
1,277
608

1.6
4.3
36.7
42.6
2.8
0
4.4
7.2
0
0
28.2
1.2
5
2.2
2.4
3.6
42.6
1.4
29.3
13.6

Forth Valley

Glasgow &
Clyde Valley

Lothians & Fife
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Midlothian
West Lothian
Total
TOTAL

4
5
74
153

42
50
2055
4835

0.9
3.3
48.5
140.9

Using the data in Table 16, to increase the area of allotments in each of the CSGN regions by 200%
would require the additional area of allotments in each CSGN region:
Ayrshire:

42.6 ha x 2 =

85.2 ha

Forth Valley:

7.2 ha x 2 =

14.4 ha

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

42.6 ha x 2 =

85.2 ha

Lothians & Fife:

48.5 ha x 2 =

97 ha

Using the data in Table 16, to increase the number of allotment plots in each of the CSGN regions by
200% would require the additional allotment plots in each CSGN region:
Ayrshire:

409 plots x 2 =

818 plots

Forth Valley:

284 plots x 2 =

568 plots

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

2087 plots x 2 =

4174 plots

Lothians & Fife:

2055 plots x 2 =

4110 plots

8.2.2 The unit cost of delivering new allotments
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study presented capital cost evidence of the costs and extent of new
allotments documented by the Scottish Allotment and Growers Society. Based on these case studies,
an average cost of allotment creation can be taken to be in the order of £70,940 per hectare.
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study also identified the average cost to Edinburgh Council of new allotment
plots to be £2,500 per plot (10m x 20m), taken from the Council’s allotment strategy16.
8.2.3 The capital cost of increasing the area of allotments by 200%
Using the data shown in paragraphs 8.2.1 and 8.2.2, the estimated capital cost of increasing the area
of allotments by 200% across the CSGN activity area can be calculated two ways:


By area:
Ayrshire:

85.2 ha x £70,940 =

£6,044,088

Forth Valley:

14.4 ha x £70,940 =

£1,021,536

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

85.2 ha x £70,940 =

£6,044,088

97 ha x £70,940 =

£6,881,180

Ayrshire:

818 plots x £2,500 =

£2,045,000

Forth Valley:

568 plots x £2,500 =

£1,420,000

Lothians & Fife:


16

By plot:

Available from: http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/downloads/file/876/allotment_strategy_2010-15
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Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

4147 plots x £2,500 =

£10,367,500

Lothians & Fife:

4110 plots x £2,500 =

£10,275,000

Although the total capital cost estimates are similar by the two methods shown above, the costs
associated with increasing the total number of plots by 200% have been used for this study.

8.3 C11: Increase the area of community orchards by 200%
8.3.1 What are community orchards?
An orchard is a collection of fruit and, sometimes, nut trees often planted among grass full of wild
flowers. Just as traditional orchards were often the centre of village life and a cornerstone of the rural
economy, community orchards are excellent places for people to come together to plant and cultivate
local and unusual varieties of fruit trees and to use as the focal point for community activities such as
Apple Day, open air plays, picnics, story-telling events or festivals or as a green haven in which to relax
and wind-down17.
Community orchards are orchards which are managed by communities and are open for community
use at all times.
8.3.2

The extent of new community orchards required to increase the existing
area by 200%
A desk study survey of orchards in Scotland completed in 201418 reveals that there are around 961
orchards in the 19 CSGN local authority areas amounting to approximately 398 hectares.
Table 17. Approximate total area of Orchards, Community Orchards and School Orchards in the CSGN regions

CSGN region

Ayrshire

Forth Valley

Glasgow &
Clyde Valley

17
18

CSGN local authority

East Ayrshire
North Ayrshire
South Ayrshire
Total
Clackmannanshire
Falkirk
Stirling
Total
East Dunbartonshire
East Renfrewshire
Glasgow City
Inverclyde
North Lanarkshire
Renfrewshire
South Lanarkshire
West Dunbartonshire

Orchards

Community
Orchards

School
Orchards

No

Ha

No

Ha

No

Ha

19
21
36
76
30
28
41
251
15
54
39
9
37
25
213
17

11.8
4.9
27.26
43.96
11.43
10.19
12.55
122.09
2.73
6.03
12.78
3.54
42.1
7.47
133.17
3.04

3
2
0
5
2
3
0
15
0
0
4
0
0
1
1
0

1.40
0.60
0
2
0.06
3.12
0
7.18
0
0
1.25
0
0
0.29
0.11
0

1
2
0
3
0
4
2
12
2
1
8
0
1
1
3
0

0.16
0.21
0
0.37
0
1.36
0.25
2.35
0.42
0.05
1.80
0
0.21
0.70
0.29
0

Community Orchards – How to Guide, Department for Communities and Local Government, HMSO, 2011
A National Orchard Inventory of Scotland, CW Hayes Associates for SNH, 2014
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Lothians & Fife

Total
East Lothian
Edinburgh, City of
Fife
Midlothian
West Lothian
Total

Total CSGN

911
89
40
186
26
36
2199
961

455.04
28.09
19.23
39.42
15.64
7.43
1019.8
9
398.80

36
0
8
11
0
6
97

16.01
0
6.60
3.34
0
1.79
43.75

40
0
2
15
1
3
101

8.17
0
0.17
2.68
0.07
0.53
19.79

42

18.60

46

8.27

The desk study also attempted to identify community orchards and orchards planted on school
grounds. This revealed that there are approximately 18.6 hectares of community orchards and a
further 8.3 hectares of orchards planted on school grounds in the 19 CSGN local authority areas. The
‘Costing the CSGN’ study assumed that school based orchards should be included in this component
alongside community orchards, but that all other orchards are assumed to not encourage community
use.
The extent of additional community orchards required in the CSGN regions can be estimated to be:
Ayrshire:

(2 ha + 0.37 ha) x 2 =

4.74 ha

Forth Valley:

(3.18 ha + 1.61 ha) x 2 =

9.58 ha

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

(1.65 ha + 3.47 ha) x 2 =

10.24 ha

Lothians & Fife:

(11.73 ha + 3.45 ha) x 2 =

30.36 ha

8.3.3 The unit cost of delivering new community orchards
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study presented capital cost evidence on the costs for a selection of orchards
which had been funded through the CSGN Orchard Grant Scheme and administered by Forth
Environment Link.
Based on these case studies, the average cost for creation of community orchards within the CSGN
activity area can be expected to be in the order of £35,000 per hectare.
8.3.4 The capital cost of increasing the area of community orchards by 200%
Using the data shown in paragraphs 8.3.2 and 8.3.3, the estimated capital cost of increasing the area
of community orchards by 200% in the CSGN regions can be calculated to be:
Ayrshire:

4.74 ha x £35,000/ha =

£165,900

Forth Valley:

9.58 ha x £35,000/ha =

£335,300

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

10.24 ha x £35,000/ha =

£358,400

Lothians & Fife:

30.36 ha x £35,000/ha =

£1,062,600
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8.4 C12: Increase the area of community gardens by 200%19
8.4.1 What are community gardens?
Community gardens are very varied in scale, purpose and ownership. Community gardens could be
defined by what they are not (i.e. not allotments or orchards, not private, not council-managed etc.)
or they are defined within a wider range of community growing sites. The Federation of City Farms
and Community Gardens (FCFCG), for example, define city farms and community gardens as:
‘Community-managed projects working with people, animals and plants. They range from tiny wildlife
gardens to fruit and vegetable plots on housing estates, from community polytunnels to large city
farms’.
It must, therefore, be assumed that community gardens are the sites which are not city farms (i.e. the
smaller scale, less ‘agricultural’ ones).
For this study the following definition of a community garden (adapted from a US community
gardening blog20) will be used:
‘A community garden is a shared green space which is planned, designed, built and maintained by
some community members for the use and enjoyment of the entire community. Community gardens
may be solely used to raise food for gardeners and/or the surrounding community, a decorative formal
garden, an educational, biodiversity or rehabilitative resource’.
8.4.2

The extent of new community gardens required to increase the existing area
by 200%
Table 18 shows and estimate of the number of community gardens in each of the CSGN local authority
areas and an estimate of their extent based on an average area of 0.15 hectares per garden.
Table 18. An estimation of the number and extent of community gardens in CSGN local authority areas based on a survey
of greenspace scotland member organisations

CSGN Region

Ayrshire

Local Authority

East Ayrshire
North Ayrshire
South Ayrshire
Total
Forth Valley
Clackmannanshire
Falkirk
Stirling
Total
Glasgow & Clyde Valley East Dunbartonshire
East Renfrewshire
Glasgow

No of
Community
Gardens

Plus 20%
(para. 8.4.2)

Area (ha)
(av 0.15 ha)

5
6
4
15
5
5
8
18
0
1
51

6.0
7.2
4.8
18
6.0
6.0
9.6
21.6
0.0
1.2
61.2

0.9
1.08
0.72
2.7
0.9
0.9
1.44
3.24
0
0.18
9.18

19

Paragraph 8.6 is based on a report prepared for this study: ‘Community Gardens in the Central Scotland Green
Network’ by greenspace scotland. The full report is appended to this document.
20
http://commmunitygardening.blogspot.co.uk/
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Inverclyde
North Lanarkshire
Renfrewshire
South Lanarkshire
West Dunbartonshire
Total
East Lothian
Edinburgh
Fife
Midlothian
West Lothian
Total

Lothians & Fife

CSGN TOTAL

2
4
11
7
6
82
12
49
16
10
6
93
208

2.4
4.8
13.2
8.4
7.2
98.4
14.4
58.8
19.2
12.0
7.2
111.6
249.6

0.36
0.72
1.98
1.26
1.08
14.76
2.16
8.82
2.88
1.8
1.08
16.74
37.4

The extent of additional community gardens required in the CSGN regions can be estimated to be:
Ayrshire:

2.7 ha x 2 =

5.4 ha

Forth Valley:

3.24 ha x 2 =

6.48 ha

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

14.76 ha x 2 =

29.52 ha

Lothians & Fife:

16.74 ha x 2 =

33.48 ha

8.4.3 The unit cost of delivering new community gardens
Based on expert advice, the ‘Costing the CSGN’ study suggested that it is possible to estimate an
average cost for community garden creation of £30,000 per garden. If the average size of a community
garden is estimated to be 0.15ha, then it may be estimated that it will cost £200,000 per hectare to
create new community gardens.
8.4.4 The capital cost of increasing the area of community gardens by 200%
Using the data shown in paragraphs 8.4.2 and 8.4.3, the estimated capital cost of increasing the area
of community gardens by 200% in the CSGN regions can be calculated to be:
Ayrshire:

5.40 ha x £200,000/ha =

£1,080,000

Forth Valley:

6.48 ha x £200,000/ha =

£1,296,000

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

29.52 ha x £200,000/ha =

£5,904,000

Lothians & Fife:

33.48 ha x £200,000/ha =

£6,696,000
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9 Habitat
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study provides information on the extent of habitat networks across the CSGN
activity area and an explanation of the relevance of habitats to the CSGN vision. The paragraphs below
provide a breakdown of the figures presented in the ‘Costing the CSGN’ study for each of the four
CSGN regions.

9.1 CSGN components for Habitat
Four components of the CSGN have been identified which relate to interventions on habitat. The
components are:
C13.
C14.
C15.
C16.

Increase the area of woodland by 50%
Create priority grassland, wetland and heathland habitat links
Enhance existing grassland, wetland and heathland habitat links
Protect and enhance peatland habitats

9.2 C13: Increase the area of woodland by 50%
9.2.1 The extent of new woodlands required to increase the existing area by 50%
The Forestry Commission’s National Forest Inventory (NFI) defines woodland as areas with a canopy
cover of 20% or more (or the potential to achieve this), with a minimum area of 0.5Ha and a minimum
width of 20 metres. Areas of less than 0.5Ha of open space within woodlands are included as part of
the total woodland area, being considered as an integral part of the woodland ecosystem. Integral
open space areas of greater than 0.5Ha are excluded. Orchards and nurseries are not included in
woodland area estimates in NFI.
The CSGN’s ‘The 2010 Baseline’ report 21 states that the area of woodland cover across the CSGN
activity area in 2010 was 171,000 hectares (based on the NFI 2010 dataset) covering 17% of the CSGN
activity area. The following regional woodland cover statistics comprise the 171,000 hectare CSGN
woodland cover statistic:
Ayrshire: 64,000 hectares
Forth Valley: 23,000 hectares
Glasgow & Clyde Valley: 54,000 hectares
Lothians & Fife: 30,000 hectares
Therefore an increase in the area of woodland in the CSGN regions of 50% is:

21

Ayrshire: 64,000 hectares / 2 =

32,000 hectares

Forth Valley: 23,000 hectares / 2 =

11,500 hectares

Glasgow & Clyde Valley: 54,000 hectares / 2 =

27,000 hectares

Lothians & Fife: 30,000 hectares / 2 =

15,000 hectares

http://centralscotlandgreennetwork.org/resources/monitoring-evaluation/2010-baseline
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9.2.2 The unit cost of delivering new woodlands in the CSGN activity area
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study presented capital cost evidence on the costs for woodland creation in
the CSGN area, based on a Forestry Commission Scotland (FCS) commissioned study of real costs of
woodland creation schemes in the CSGN.
Based on the FCS study, the average cost for woodland creation within the CSGN activity area can be
expected to be in the order of £6,433 per hectare.
9.2.3 The capital cost of increasing the area of woodland by 50%
Using the data shown in paragraphs 9.2.1 and 9.2.2, the estimated capital cost of increasing the area
of woodland by 50% across the CSGN activity area can be calculated to be:
Ayrshire:

32,000 ha x £6,433 / ha

£205,856,000

Forth Valley:

11,500 ha x £6,433 / ha

£73,979,500

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

27,000 ha x £6,433 / ha

£173,691,000

Lothians & Fife:

15,000 ha x £6,433 / ha

£96,495,000

9.3 C14: Create priority grassland, wetland and heathland habitat links
9.3.1

The extent of new habitat required to make priority habitat links in the
CSGN activity area
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study drew upon a reported prepared by SNH for that study 22 , which
recommended that the Aichi Target23 is an appropriate high level target to enhance habitats in the
CSGN activity area. However, the Aichi target timescale is to 2020, in contrast to the CSGN
implementation timescale of 2050. A target to restore 20% of degraded ecosystems within the CSGN
activity area through conservation and restoration by 2050 was recommended as an appropriate
target for the purposes of this study. This target was referred to as the “20% Aichi/CSGN target”.
Using the Integrated Habitat Network mapping tool, GCVGNP has estimated that the existing total
extent of grassland, wetland and heathland habitats within the CSGN regions is:
Grassland

Wetland

Heathland

Ayrshire:

18,129 ha

16,215 ha

9,184 ha

Forth Valley:

39,769 ha

3,417 ha

9,356 ha

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

57,150 ha

11,117 ha

20,561 ha

Lothians & Fife:

15,178 ha

4,480 ha

11,987 ha

Applying the 20% Aichi/CSGN target to the CSGN regional existing habitat area figures, the 20% area
increase for habitat creation that would apply is:

22

Morrison, K., ‘Costing the implementation of the integrated habitat network in the CSGN’, SNH, 2014
Aichi Target 15: By 2020, ecosystem resilience and the contribution of biodiversity to carbon stocks has been
enhanced, through conservation and restoration, including restoration of at least 15% of degraded ecosystems,
thereby contribution to climate change mitigation and adaptation and combating desertification.
23
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Grassland

Wetland

Heathland

Ayrshire:

3,626 ha

3,243 ha

1,837 ha

Forth Valley:

7,954 ha

683 ha

1,871 ha

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

11,430 ha

2,223 ha

4,112 ha

Lothians & Fife:

3,036 ha

896 ha

2,397 ha

9.3.2 The unit cost to create priority habitat links in the CSGN activity area
For the ‘Costing the CSGN’ study SNH’s report used the Scottish Rural Development Programme
(SRDP) Rural Priorities Option interventions that were current at that time as a proxy of capital costs
for the study. SNH added 10% to the SRDP rates available at that time to allow the expected increase
in rates for the new SRDP scheme, which had not been published at the time of the study. Table 19
shows the estimated capital costs to create habitat in the CSGN activity area as calculated by SNH for
the ‘Costing the CSGN’ study.
Table 19. Estimated capital costs per hectare for habitat creation

Habitat creation

Rural Priorities Option
Rate (/ha/yr for 5 yrs)

Rural Priorities 2008-13 per ha

2014-2020 per ha

5 year management cost + estimated
one-off capital cost where eligible

2008-2013 RP + 10%

Grassland

£223.57

(£223 x 5) + £200 = £1,315

£1,446

Wetland

£226.17

(£226 x 5) + £200 = £1,330

£1,463

Heathland

£123

(£123 x 5) + £100 = £715 x 2

£1,50024

9.3.3 The capital cost to create priority habitat links in the CSGN activity area
Using the data shown in paragraphs 9.3.1 and 9.3.2, the estimated capital cost to create habitat in the
CSGN regions to 2050 can be calculated to be:
Grassland

Wetland

Heathland

Total Cost

Ayrshire:

3,626 ha x £1,446
= £5,243,196

3,243 ha x £1,463
= £4,744,509

1,837 ha x £1,500
= £2,755,500

£12,743,205

Forth Valley:

7,954 ha x £1,446
= £11,501,484

683 ha x £1,463
= £999,229

1,871 ha x £1,500
= £2,806,500

£15,307,213

Glasgow & Clyde
Valley:

11,430 ha x £1,446
= £16,527,780

2,223 ha x £1,463
= £3,252,249

4,112 ha x £1,500
= £6,168,000

£25,948,029

Lothians & Fife:

3,036 ha x £1,446
= £4,390,056

896 ha x £1,463
= £1,310,848

2,397 ha x £1,500
= £3,595,500

£9,296,404

24

There was no cost for heathland creation per se in the 2008-2013 Rural Priorities scheme. The cost to create
the other habitats was two to three times the cost of management. Therefore, for the purposes of this study, a
doubling of cost was taken as an approximate measure of the costs of heathland creation.
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9.4 C15: Enhance existing grassland, wetland and heathland habitat links
9.4.1 The extent of habitat that requires enhancement in the CSGN activity area
Paragraph 9.3.1 explains that SNH specialists consider that the Aichi Target for the restoration of 15%
of degraded ecosystems by 2020 should be extended to a 20% target for restoration of degraded
ecosystems by 2050 in the CSGN activity area. This is referred to as the 20% Aichi/CSGN target. SNH
advised that the same target should be applied to the enhancement of existing habitats in the CSGN.
Therefore, applying the 20% Aichi/CSGN target to the CSGN regional existing habitat area figures, the
20% area increase for habitat enhancement that would apply is:
Grassland

Wetland

Heathland

Ayrshire:

3,626 ha

3,243 ha

1,837 ha

Forth Valley:

7,954 ha

683 ha

1,871 ha

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

11,430 ha

2,223 ha

4,112 ha

Lothians & Fife:

3,036 ha

896 ha

2,397 ha

9.4.2 The unit cost to enhance habitat in the CSGN activity area
Paragraph 9.3.2 explain how an estimated capital cost for creation of habitats was derived from the
SRDP Rural Priorities rates which were current at the time of the ‘Costing the CSGN’ study. A similar
calculation was undertaken to estimate the capital costs of habitat enhancement. Table 20 shows the
estimated capital costs to enhance habitat in the CSGN activity area as calculated by SNH for the
‘Costing the CSGN’ study.
Table 20. Estimated capital costs per hectare for habitat creation

Habitat creation

Rural Priorities Option
Rate (/ha/yr for 5 yrs)

Rural Priorities 2008-13 per ha

2014-2020 per ha

5 year management cost + estimated
one-off capital cost where eligible

2008-2013 RP + 10%

Grassland

£111

(£111 x 5) + £100 = £655

£720

Wetland

£90

£90 x 5 = £450

£495

Heathland

£123

(£123 x 5) + £100 = £715

£786

9.4.3 The capital cost to enhance habitat in the CSGN activity area
Using the data shown in paragraphs 9.4.1 and 9.4.2, the estimated capital cost to enhance habitat in
the CSGN regions to 2050 can be calculated to be:
Grassland

Wetland

Heathland

Total Cost

Ayrshire:

3,626 ha x £720
= £2,610,720

3,243 ha x £495
= £1,605,285

1,837 ha x £786
= £1,443,882

£5,659,887

Forth Valley:

7,954 ha x £720
= £5,726,880

683 ha x £495
= £338,085

1,871 ha x £786
= £1,470,606

£7,535,571

Glasgow & Clyde
Valley:

11,430 ha x £720
= £8,229,600

2,223 ha x £495
= £1,100,385

4,112 ha x £786
= £3,232,032

£12,562,017
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Lothians & Fife:

3,036 ha x £720
= £2,185,920

896 ha x £495
= £443,520

2,397 ha x £786
= £1,884,042

£4,513,482

9.5 C16: Protect and enhance peatland habitats
9.5.1 The extent of peatland habitats that require to be protected or enhanced25
For the ‘Costing the CSGN’ study SNH were asked to undertake an analysis of the extent of peatland
habitats in the CSGN activity area. SNH repeated the same method to analyse the extent of peatland
habitats in the CSGN regions for this report. A summary of the analysis is presented in Table 21 (the
extent of lowland peatland soils), and Table 22 (the extent of upland peatland soils).
Table 21. The extent of peatland soils in lowland areas in the CSGN regions

Ayrshire
Basin peat
Blanket peat
Undifferentiated peat*
Cat 5 – peat + peaty soil *
Total lowland peatland
Total as % of region

2,630 ha
1,603 ha
0 ha
2,523 ha
6,956 ha
2.4%

Forth Valley
4,244 ha
300 ha
0 ha
1,666 ha
6,209 ha
2.1%

Glasgow &
Clyde Valley
13,597 ha
0 ha
346 ha
2,517 ha
16,460 ha
5.6%

Lothians &
Fife
3,433 ha
1,148 ha
5 ha
1 ha
4,587 ha
1.5%

Glasgow &
Clyde Valley
25,207 ha
0 ha
52 ha
15,193 ha
40,451 ha
13.8%

Lothians &
Fife
910 ha
6,694 ha
0 ha
269 ha
7,873 ha
2.7%

* Undifferentiated peat type may be basin or blanket peat

Table 22. The extent of peatland soils in upland areas in the CSGN regions

Ayrshire
Basin peat
Blanket peat
Undifferentiated peat*
Cat 5 – peat + peaty soil *
Total lowland peatland
Total as % of region

17,083 ha
30,826 ha
29 ha
24,315 ha
72,253 ha
24.6%

Forth Valley
1,572 ha
10,991 ha
0 ha
1,327 ha
13,890 ha
4.7%

* Undifferentiated peat type may be basin or blanket peat

The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study identified two studies which provide an indication of the proportion of
peatland areas which require interventions to protect or enhance them as peatland habitats.
Based on these studies, the proportion of peatlands that require protection or enhancement in the
CSGN regions is taken to be: 68% for lowland peatland soils; and, 28.7% for upland peatland soils.
Therefore, the extent of peatland soils that require protection or enhancement in the CSGN regions
can be estimated to be:
Lowland

Upland

Ayrshire:

6,956 ha x 68% = 4,730 ha

72,253 ha x 24.6% = 17,774 ha

Forth Valley:

6,209 ha x 68% = 4,222 ha

13,890 ha x 24.6% = 3,417 ha

25

Part of paragraph 9.5.1 is based on a report prepared for this study: ‘Extent of Peatland in the CSGN’. The full
report is appended to this document (Paragraph Error! Reference source not found.).
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Glasgow & Clyde Valley:
Lothians & Fife:

16,460 ha x 68% = 11,193 ha

40,451 ha x 24.6% = 9,951 ha

4,587 ha x 68% = 3,126 ha

7,873 ha x 24.6% = 1,937 ha

9.5.2 The unit cost of protecting or enhancing peatland habitats
The Costing the CSGN identified two reports that provided evidence on the works and associated
activities that might be expected to be undertaken within the CSGN activity area to protect and
enhance peatland habitats.
Based on these reports, the average cost to protect or enhance peatland within the CSGN activity area
can be expected to be in the order of:



Lowland peatland soils: £1,281 per hectare.
Upland peatland soils: £1,600 per hectare.

9.5.3 The capital cost of protecting or enhancing peatland habitats
Using the data shown in paragraphs 9.5.1 and 9.5.2, the estimated capital cost to protect or enhance
peatland habitats in the CSGN regions can be calculated to be:
Lowland

Upland

Total

Ayrshire:

4,730 ha x £1,281 =
£6,059,130

17,774 ha x £1,600 =
£28,438,400

£34,497,530

Forth Valley:

4,222 ha x £1,281 =
£5,408,382

3,417 ha x £1,600 =
£5,467,200

£10,875,582

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

11,193 ha x £1,281 =
£14,338,233

9,951 ha x £1,600 =
£15,921,600

£30,259,833

Lothians & Fife:

3,126 ha x £1,281 =
£4,004,406

1,937 ha x £1,600 =
£3,099,200

£7,103,606
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10 Active Travel
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study provides a definition of active travel, an assessment of the status of
active travel in the CSGN activity area and an explanation of the relevance of active travel to the CSGN
vision. The paragraphs below provide a breakdown of the figures presented in the ‘Costing the CSGN’
study for each of the four CSGN regions.

10.1 CSGN components for Active Travel
One component of the CSGN has been identified which relates to interventions for active travel. The
component is:
C17.

Deliver a strategic network of active travel routes

10.2 C17:

Deliver a strategic network of active travel routes

A CSGN long distance route network proposal undertaken by SNH in 2012 focussed largely on
recreational routes. That proposal is currently being refreshed to take account of greater emphasis on
Active Travel within NPF3. The new proposal is the basis for this capital cost estimate and takes
account of the need for a higher quality route network to encourage functional walking and cycling.
This cost estimate covers the green network contribution to strategic routes, but does not include
urban design which offers no greening.
In order to progress the cost estimate it was necessary to define what is meant by ‘a strategic
network’. The proposed definition is:
CSGN strategic routes are multi-use paths which link key settlements, popular destinations, and urban
and semi-urban areas, connect with shorter local paths and, where appropriate, longer distance
routes. They should provide clean and smooth surfaces, contributing to active travel and also provide
for recreation, passing through green networks, greenspace and countryside.
10.2.1 The extent of routes that need to be created or enhanced to deliver a
strategic network of active travel routes in the CSGN activity area
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study estimate of the extent of active travel routes that need to be created or
enhanced to deliver a strategic network of active travel routes in the CSGN activity area was provided
by a report prepared for this study by SNH and Sustrans: ‘CSGN strategic routes – estimating the long
term costs’. This report estimate gross figures for the CSGN activity area and did not provide estimates
of new or enhanced routes for the CSGN regions. Consequently the pervious report writers were asked
to provide a disaggregation of the gross figures used in the ‘Costing the CSGN’ study.
Based on work undertaken by SNH in 2011-13 to create the first CSGN routes map, Table 23 shows
the extent of off-road access routes which comprise the CSGN strategic routes26. These can be taken
to be the routes that need to be created or up-graded to deliver the C17 component of the CSGN and
the Green Network component of a CSGN-wide strategic network of active travel routes. On-road
routes were not a capital cost component of the ‘Costing the CSGN’ study. There may be some existing
routes that do not require upgrading which are included in these figures but the percentages derived
from the figures are considered to be a reasonable guide to the proportions of the total capital costs

26

Based on data provided in a personal email communication from Ron McCraw (24/3/17)
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estimate calculated for the ‘Costing the CSGN’ study which should be applied to attain a capital cost
estimate for the CSGN regions.
Table 23. Off-road routes as a percentage of all off-road strategic routes in the CSGN by CSGN Region

CSGN Region

Access Authorities

Ayrshire

Ayrshires (3)

Extent of Off-road
routes (Km)
Total

Forth Valley

Falkirk (1)
Stirling & Clackmannanshire (2)
Total
Glasgow & Clyde Dunbartonshires (4)
Valley
Glasgow (1)
North Lanarkshire (1)
Renfrewshires (3)
South Lanarkshire (1)
Total
Lothians & Fife
Edinburgh (1)
Fife (1)
Lothians (3)
Total
Total of all Off-road routes

358.1
358.1
97.0
204.8
301.8
105.5
90.2
148.1
157.4
239.7
740.9
107.3
130.2
305.2
542.7
1943.5

% of all Off-road
routes
18%

16%

38%

28%
100%

10.2.2 The capital cost to deliver a strategic network of active travel routes in the
CSGN regions
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study estimated the capital cost to deliver a strategic network of active travel
routes across the CSGN activity area to be £468,740,000. Using the regional proportions of off-

road strategic routes shown in Table 23, the following capital costs for delivery of a strategic
network of active travel routes in the CSGN regions can be estimated:
Ayrshire:

£468,740,000 x 18%

£84,373,200

Forth Valley:

£468,740,000 x 16%

£74,998,400

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

£468,740,000 x 38%

£178,121,200

Lothians & Fife:

£468,740,000 x 28%

£131,247,200
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11 Results of the study and Discussion.
11.1 A Capital Cost estimate of the major components of the CSGN Regions
The ‘Costing the CSGN’ study estimated that the total capital cost for delivery of the major
components of the CSGN is £2.8 billion. This figure was based on a considered list of the interventions
necessary to deliver the CSGN Vision and the best available data at the time of this study. This study
has disaggregated the ‘Costing the CSGN’ study capital cost estimate for the four CSGN regions. The
total capital cost estimates for the four CSGN regions are shown below and the regional proportions
of the total CSGN cost are compared against the regional proportions for population and area of the
CSGN.

Capital Cost
Ayrshire:

£430,800,000

% of CSGN
cost
15%

% of CSGN
population
10%

% of CSGN
area
30%

Forth Valley:

£332,200,000

12%

8%

13%

Glasgow & Clyde Valley:

£1,155,200,000

41%

50%

33%

Lothians & Fife:

£902,700,000

32%

32%

24%

Table 24, Table 25, Table 26 and Table 27 below shows the regional capital cost estimates for the 17
components. The estimates have been rounded to the nearest hundred thousand pounds. The tables
also shows the confidence assessment for the extent estimate and the unit cost estimate for each
component, taken from the ‘Costing the CSGN’ study.
Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6 graphically show the relative capital cost estimates for the 17
components for each CSGN region27. These graphs emphasise that the most expensive capital cost
components for each region are: woodland creation (C13) in the Ayrshire region (£206m); strategic
active travel routes (C17) in the Forth Valley region (£75m); create greenspace in existing urban area
(C1) in the Glasgow and Clyde Valley region (£225m); and, green infrastructure in new residential
developments (C4) in the Lothians and Fife region (£267m).
At £267m, the capital cost to deliver green infrastructure in new residential developments (C4) in the
Lothians and Fife region is the largest capital cost for a single component in any of the CSGN regions
and is due to the extensive residential development planned for the region up to 2050. The Glasgow
and Clyde Valley region has the next largest capital cost for the C4 component at £206m.
At £206m, the Ayrshire region has the largest capital cost for woodland creation (C13) of the CSGN
regions. However, as this figure is a factor of the extent of the existing woodland cover (i.e. a 50%
increase on the existing woodland cover) it is not necessarily a reflection of the need or practicality
for delivery of this component in the region. This arithmetic effect holds true for all the components
where the aspiration for delivery is a factor of the existing amounts of the components (see paragraph
11.2.2). However at £34m, Ayrshire has the largest capital cost for restoration of peatland habitats
(C16), and at £30m, the Glasgow and Clyde Valley region has the second largest capital cost, which is
a reflection of the extent of existing peatland habitats in these regions.

27

NB: varying scales
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Table 24. Capital cost estimates for the components of the Ayrshire Region CSGN (to the nearest £m)
Extent of
intervention

Ayrshire
CSGN Region Capital Cost Components

Average
Unit cost

Capital Cost Est.
(rounded £100k)

71 ha

£172,770

705 ha

£21,100

Confidence
Extent

£/unit

£12,300,000

M

L

£14,900,000

C1

Create greenspace in existing urban areas

C2

Enhance existing greenspace

M

M

C3

Create greenspace in new residential areas

50 ha

£27,908

£1,400,000

M

L

C4

Deliver GI in new residential developments

5,475 houses

£2,110

£11,600,000

M

L

C5

Deliver GI in new commercial /industrial developments

469 ha

£33,545

£15,700,000

M

L

C6

Retrofit GI into priority urban areas

1,190 ha

£20,101

£23,900,000

M

L

C7

Deliver greenspace on V&DL classified for soc/env end-use

132 ha

£13,700

£1,800,000

H

M

C8

Deliver temporary greening on V&DL classified as stalled

87 ha

£28,330

£2,500,000

H

M

C9

Encourage naturalisation of stalled V&DL

990 ha

£200

£200,000

M

M

818 plots

£2,500

£2,000,000

H

L

C11 Increase the area of community orchards by 200%

5 ha

£35,000

£200,000

H

M

C12 Increase the area of community gardens by 200%

5 ha

£200,000

£1,100,000

L

L

32,000 ha

£6,433

£205,900,000

H

H

C14 Create priority grassland, wetland and heathland habitat links

8,706 ha

£1,464

£12,700,000

H

M

C15 Enhance existing grassland, wetland and heathland habitat links

8,706 ha

£650

£5,700,000

H

M

22,504 ha

£1,533

£34,500,000

M

M

450 km

£187,496

£84,400,000

M

M

Total

£430,800,000

C10 Increase the area of allotments by 200%

C13 Increase the area of woodland by 50%

C16 Protect and enhance peatland habitats
C17 Deliver a strategic network of active travel routes

Ayrshire

Estimated Capital Cost
£0

£50M

£100M

£150M

£200M

£250M

1. Create GS (existing)
2. Enhance GS
3. Create GS (new)
4. GI new residential

Cost Component

5. GI new commercial
6. Retrofit GI
7. V&DL GS
8. V&DL temp GS
9. V&DL natural

£200K

10. Allotments

11. Community orchards

£200K

12. Community gardens
13. Create woodlands
14. Create habitat
15. Enhance habitat
16. Peatland habitats
17. Strategic routes
Figure 3. A graph of the estimated capital costs of the CSGN components in the Ayrshire Region
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Table 25. Capital cost estimates for the components of the Forth Valley Region CSGN (to the nearest £m)

Forth Valley
CSGN Region Capital Cost Components
C1

Create greenspace in existing urban areas

C2

Enhance existing greenspace

Extent of
intervention

Average
Unit cost

Capital Cost Est.
(rounded £100k)

Confidence
Extent

£/unit

262 ha

£172,770

£45,300,000

M

L

1,256 ha

£21,100

£26,500,000

M

M

C3

Create greenspace in new residential areas

175 ha

£27,908

£4,900,000

M

L

C4

Deliver GI in new residential developments

19,160 houses

£2,110

£40,400,000

M

L

C5

Deliver GI in new commercial /industrial developments

376 ha

£33,545

£12,600,000

M

L

C6

Retrofit GI into priority urban areas

764 ha

£20,101

£15,400,000

M

L

C7

Deliver greenspace on V&DL classified for soc/env end-use

40 ha

£13,700

£500,000

H

M

C8

Deliver temporary greening on V&DL classified as stalled

33 ha

£28,330

£900,000

H

M

C9

Encourage naturalisation of stalled V&DL

98 ha

£200

£-

M

M

£2,500

£1,400,000

H

L

C10 Increase the area of allotments by 200%

568 plots

C11 Increase the area of community orchards by 200%

10 ha

£35,000

£300,000

H

M

C12 Increase the area of community gardens by 200%

6 ha

£200,000

£1,300,000

L

L

C13 Increase the area of woodland by 50%

11,500 ha

£6,433

£74,000,000

H

H

C14 Create priority grassland, wetland and heathland habitat links

10,508 ha

£1,457

£15,300,000

H

M

C15 Enhance existing grassland, wetland and heathland habitat links

10,508 ha

£717

£7,500,000

H

M

7,639 ha

£1,424

£10,900,000

M

M

400 km

£187,496

£75,000,000

M

M

Total

£332,200,000

C16 Protect and enhance peatland habitats
C17 Deliver a strategic network of active travel routes

Forth Valley

Estimated Capital Cost
£0

£20M

£40M

£60M

£80M

1. Create GS (existing)
2. Enhance GS
3. Create GS (new)
4. GI new residential

Cost component

5. GI new commercial
6. Retrofit GI
7. V&DL GS
8. V&DL temp GS
9. V&DL natural

£0

10. Allotments

11. Community orchards

£300K

12. Community gardens
13. Create woodlands
14. Create habitat
15. Enhance habitat
16. Peatland habitats
17. Strategic routes
Figure 4. A graph of the estimated capital costs of the CSGN components in the Forth Valley Region
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Table 26.Capital cost estimates for the components of the Glasgow & Clyde Valley Region CSGN (to the nearest £100k)

Glasgow & Clyde Valley
CSGN Region Capital Cost Components

Extent of
intervention

Average
Unit cost

Capital Cost Est.
(rounded £100k)

Confidence
Extent

£/unit

C1

Create greenspace in existing urban areas

1,303 ha

£172,770

£225,100,000

M

L

C2

Enhance existing greenspace

1,968 ha

£21,100

£41,500,000

M

M

C3

Create greenspace in new residential areas

891 ha

£27,908

£24,900,000

M

L

C4

Deliver GI in new residential developments

97,796 houses

£2,110

£206,300,000

M

L

C5

Deliver GI in new commercial /industrial developments

2,024 ha

£33,545

£67,900,000

M

L

C6

Retrofit GI into priority urban areas

4,608 ha

£27,138

£125,000,000

M

L

C7

Deliver greenspace on V&DL classified for soc/env end-use

491 ha

£13,700

£6,700,000

H

M

C8

Deliver temporary greening on V&DL classified as stalled

709 ha

£28,330

£20,100,000

H

M

C9

Encourage naturalisation of stalled V&DL

1,896 ha

£200

£400,000

M

M

£2,500

£10,400,000

H

L

C10 Increase the area of allotments by 200%

4,147 plots

C11 Increase the area of community orchards by 200%

10 ha

£35,000

£400,000

H

M

C12 Increase the area of community gardens by 200%

30 ha

£200,000

£5,900,000

L

L

C13 Increase the area of woodland by 50%

27,000 ha

£6,433

£173,700,000

H

H

C14 Create priority grassland, wetland and heathland habitat links

17,765 ha

£1,461

£25,900,000

H

M

C15 Enhance existing grassland, wetland and heathland habitat links

17,765 ha

£707

£12,600,000

H

M

C16 Protect and enhance peatland habitats

21,144 ha

£1,431

£30,300,000

M

M

950 km

187,496

£178,100,000

M

M

Total

£1,155,200,000

C17 Deliver a strategic network of active travel routes

Glasgow & Clyde Valley
£0

£50M

Estimated Capital Cost
£100M

£150M

£200M

£250M

1. Create GS (existing)
2. Enhance GS
3. Create GS (new)
4. GI new residential

Cost component

5. GI new commercial
6. Retrofit GI
7. V&DL GS
8. V&DL temp GS
9. V&DL natural

£400K

10. Allotments

11. Community orchards

£400K

12. Community gardens
13. Create woodlands
14. Create habitat
15. Enhance habitat
16. Peatland habitats
17. Strategic routes
Figure 5. A graph of the estimated capital costs of the CSGN components in the Glasgow & Clyde Valley Region
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Table 27. Capital cost estimates for the components of the Lothians & Fife Region CSGN (to the nearest £100k)
Extent of
intervention

Lothians & Fife
CSGN Region Capital Cost Components

Average
Unit cost

Capital Cost Est.
(rounded £m)

Confidence
Extent

£/unit

C1

Create greenspace in existing urban areas

1,184 ha

£172,770

£204,500,000

M

L

C2

Enhance existing greenspace

1,625 ha

£21,100

£34,300,000

M

M

C3

Create greenspace in new residential areas

1,152 ha

£27,908

£32,200,000

M

L

C4

Deliver GI in new residential developments

£2,110

£266,700,000

M

L

C5

Deliver GI in new commercial /industrial developments

1,311 ha

£33,545

£44,000,000

M

L

C6

Retrofit GI into priority urban areas

2,098 ha

£23,313

£48,900,000

M

L

C7

Deliver greenspace on V&DL classified for soc/env end-use

154 ha

£13,700

£2,100,000

H

M

C8

Deliver temporary greening on V&DL classified as stalled

108 ha

£28,330

£3,100,000

H

M

C9

Encourage naturalisation of stalled V&DL

1,137 ha

£200

£200,000

M

M

126,413 houses

C10 Increase the area of allotments by 200%

4,110 plots

£2,500

£10,300,000

H

L

C11 Increase the area of community orchards by 200%

30 ha

£35,000

£1,100,000

H

M

C12 Increase the area of community gardens by 200%

33 ha

£200,000

£6,700,000

L

L

15,000 ha

£6,433

£96,500,000

H

H

C14 Create priority grassland, wetland and heathland habitat links

6,329 ha

£1,469

£9,300,000

H

M

C15 Enhance existing grassland, wetland and heathland habitat links

6,329 ha

£713

£4,500,000

H

M

C16 Protect and enhance peatland habitats

5,063 ha

£1,403

£7,100,000

M

M

700 km

£187,496

£131,200,000

M

M

C13 Increase the area of woodland by 50%

C17 Deliver a strategic network of active travel routes

Total

£902,700,000

Estimated Capital Cost

Lothians & Fife
£0

£100M

£200M

£300M

1. Create GS (existing)
2. Enhance GS
3. Create GS (new)
4. GI new residential

Cost component

5. GI new commercial
6. Retrofit GI
7. V&DL GS
8. V&DL temp GS
9. V&DL natural

£200K

10. Allotments

11. Community orchards

£1M

12. Community gardens
13. Create woodlands
14. Create habitat
15. Enhance habitat
16. Peatland habitats
17. Strategic routes
Figure 6. A graph of the estimated capital costs of the CSGN components in the Lothians & Fife Region
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Figure 7 shows a comparison of the capital cost estimates for each CSGN component by region.

Capital Cost estimate
£0

£50M

£100M

£150M

£200M

£250M

£300M

1. Create GS (existing)
2. Enhance GS
3. Create GS (new)
4. GI new residential
5. GI new commercial

CSGN Component

6. Retrofit GI
7. V&DL GS
8. V&DL temp GS
9. V&DL natural
10. Allotments
11. Community orchards
12. Community gardens
13. Create woodlands
14. Create habitat
15. Enhance habitat
16. Peatland habitats
17. Strategic routes
Ayrshire

Forth Valley

Glasgow & Clyde Valley

Lothians & Fife

Figure 7. A comparison of capital cost estimates for all CSGN components by region

Figure 8 shows the capital cost estimates aggregated into components themes for each region as a
proportion of the total CSGN capital cost for each component theme. Figure 8 also shows the
proportion of population and area for each region compared to the whole CSGN. This emphasises
the relative importance of: vacant and derelict land and habitat components (primarily woodland
creation) in Ayrshire (see paragraph 11.2.2); greenspace and active travel components in Forth
Valley; vacant and derelict and green infrastructure components in Glasgow & Clyde Valley; and,
community growing and green infrastructure components in Lothians and Fife.
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Figure 8. CSGN regional capital costs as a proportion of all CSGN costs grouped into component themes.
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11.2 Discussion
11.2.1 Uses of the regional cost estimates
This study has delivered a regional ‘breakdown’ of the capital cost estimate of the major components
of the CSGN that was presented in the original ‘Costing the CSGN study. These regional figures provide
a useful indication of the level of expenditure and therefore potential levels of activity that will be
necessary within each of the four regions over the coming decades if delivery of the CSGN vision is to
be achieved by 2050.
Perhaps, unsurprisingly, there is disproportionately more expenditure estimated for the Glasgow and
Clyde Valley region than might be assumed according to its area. The Glasgow and Clyde Valley region
makes up 33% of the CSGN activity area but will require 41% of the capital expenditure. This is
primarily due to the disproportionately large population within the region (50% of the total CSGN
population) and many of the capital components are related to delivering green network benefits to
people. Additionally, the Glasgow & Clyde Valley region has disproportionality more vacant and
derelict land than the wider CSGN activity area and so costs associated with greening vacant and
derelict land are skewed toward the region.
Similarly, Lothians and Fife region has a larger capital cost estimate than might be expected based on
its area. The Lothians and Fife region makes up 24% of the CSGN activity area but will require 32% of
the capital expenditure. This region has a large population and also great demand for new housing
and other development. Consequently CSGN components associated with delivering benefits to
people (e.g. community growing and greenspace) and green infrastructure delivery associated with
new development are relatively high.
The two regions with proportionately much lower populations, the Ayrshire and Forth Valley regions,
also have proportionately lower capital cost estimates. However, they both have relatively higher
levels of capital costs for active travel and habitat components which may reflect their more rural
contexts and the more dispersed spatial arrangement of the regional communities.
The interpretation of the capital cost estimates can provide valuable ‘clues’ to the nature of delivery
required within the individual regions. However, without more analysis of underlying data and the
development of CSGN delivery strategies based on assessments of local need, the capital cost
estimates can only be taken as an indication of regional prescriptions for delivery.
11.2.2 Problems with the regional capital cost estimates
The methodology used for this study necessitated a disaggregation of the estimates contained in the
‘Costing the CSGN’ study and was largely limited by the data available at the time of the original study.
Also the nature of the expression of the ambition for delivery of the capital components varies and
has an impact on the extent of delivery estimated for certain components with the regions. For
example, the ambition for the woodland creation component (C13) is expressed a 50% increase in the
area of woodland. In this study the 50% increase in woodland has been applied equally to each region
based on the existing woodland cover in each region. So Ayrshire, which currently has proportionately
large areas of existing forest and woodland, will get proportionately much more capital costs for
woodland creation than the other regions. This does not necessarily reflect the potential or need for
50% more woodland in the region.
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Similarly, the ambition for allotment creation (C10) is to increase the area of allotments by 200%. So
local authorities with lots of allotments get proportionately more new allotments than those with very
few. Clearly this doesn’t reflect the areas that actually require new allotments, but is a reflection of
the expression of ambition for CSGN components and the methods used in these studies.
The components that clearly display this anomaly are:






C10: Increase the area of allotments by 200%
C11: Increase the area of community orchards by 200%
C12: Increase the area of community gardens by 200%
C13: Increase the area of woodland by 50%
C14: Create priority grassland, wetland and heathland habitat links

It is suggested that these components should be the initial focus for the development of regional
strategies which identify the regional need for delivery of these components based on the analysis of
local data.
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